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Abstract 
 
Zr-2.5Nb pressure tubes are primary containment components in CANDU (CANada 
Deuterium Uranium) reactors.  One of the important reactor safety concerns is the fracture of the 
Zr-2.5Nb pressure tubes due to precipitation of circumferential hydrides.  In this investigation, 
ductile fracture initiation with consideration of strain concentration and stress triaxiality near 
crack fronts in compact tension (CT), pressure tube (PT) and curved compact tension (CCT) 
specimens of hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials with split circumferential 
hydrides is investigated by three-dimensional finite element analyses with submodeling.  The 
stress-strain relation for the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials is taken as elastic plastic 
strain hardening with the perfectly plastic behavior at large plastic strains based on the 
experimental results of transverse tensile tests.  A strain-based failure criterion with 
consideration of stress triaxiality is developed from the Gurson yield model with use of the 
experimental/computational results of transverse tensile tests and the effective plastic strain of 
the critical material element in CT specimens without hydride at fracture initiation. 
The results of the three-dimensional finite element analyses of CT, PT and CCT 
specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials without circumferential hydrides 
suggest that circumferential hydrides ahead of the crack front in the middle of CT, PT and CCT 
specimens should fracture with the assumption of the hydride fracture stress of 750 MPa for the 
given load or internal pressure that corresponds to the same fracture toughness (Kc) of the 
irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials without circumferential hydrides.  Based on a strain-
based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the fracture initiation is determined, 
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respectively, in the middle of the thickness for CT specimens, near the middle of the thickness 
for PT specimens, and at a quarter of the specimen thickness from the inner specimen surface for 
CCT specimens.  The fracture initiation load or internal pressure corresponding to the same Kc 
based on the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality for CCT 
specimens without hydrides is 2% lower than that for CT specimens without hydrides and is 
4.3% lower than that for PT specimens without hydrides.  The strain-based failure criterion with 
consideration of stress triaxiality can be used to describe the slightly higher fracture toughness 
for a PT specimen due to different constraint conditions and different types of loading, compared 
with that for a CCT specimen at room temperature. 
For CT, PT and CCT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with various heights 
and ligament thicknesses, plastic strain concentration is observed in the middle of the ligament 
ahead of the crack front when the ratio of the ligament thickness to the hydride height is less than 
3.  With the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the necessary 
fraction of the load for crack initiation is about 0.60 to 0.70 to fracture the ligaments when 
compared to that for CT, PT and CCT specimens without split circumferential hydrides.  The 
computational results can be used to explain the near 35% reduction of the fracture toughness at 
room temperature obtained from hydrided irradiated PT and CCT specimens when compared 
with those from unhydrided irradiated ones. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
 
The CANDU (Canada Deuterium Uranium) reactor, also named pressurized heavy-water 
reactor (PHWR), is a Generation-II type reactor, and has been used in the commercial nuclear 
power plants for about 50 years.  The first large-scale commercial CANDU power plant is 
Pickering A station in Pickering, Ontario, which started operations in 1971 and is still in service 
[42].  Other reactors categorized as the Generation-II type includes [22]: light water reactors 
(LWR) including pressurized water reactors (PWR) and boiled water reactors (BWR), light 
water graphite reactors (LWGR or RMBK).  One of the most important feature of CANDU 
reactors is that they use natural uranium (0.7% uranium-235) dioxide as fuel, instead of enriched 
uranium (2.5% - 4% uranium-235) [22].  As a result, heavy water, with less absorption of 
neutrons, needs to be used as a moderator in CANDU reactors.   
 
1.1 CANDU Reactors 
The core of a CANDU reactor is a cylindrical calandria stainless steel shell containing 
heavy water as moderator.  Figure 1-1 shows a schematic plot of a calandria shell of a CANDU 
reactor.  The calandria shell is penetrated by hundreds of horizontal annealed Zircaloy-2 
calandria tubes, as shown in Figure 1-2.  Inside a calandria tube, a pressure tube containing fuel 
bundles, shown in Figure 1-3, is inserted with four spacers to maintain the annular gap between 
the calandria tube and the pressure tube, as shown in the close-up in Figure 1-1.  The gap is filled 
by carbon dioxide gas used as an insulator.  Pressurized heavy water, as the primary coolant, 
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passes through the pressure tubes and transports the heat generated by fuel bundles to a steam 
generator to produce steam for turning an electricity generator.  The cooled heavy water then 
goes back to the cooling loop [42].  The advantage of the design of a calandria containing 
hundreds of individual pressure tubes, instead of a large reactor pressure vessel (RPV) enclosing 
all fuels, is to allow refuelling without shutting down the whole reactor [22,42].  Fuel bundles 
can be replaced one pressure tube by one pressure tube so that only one pressure tube needs to be 
depressurized at one time while others are still working.  Another advantage is that if there is any 
defect in fuel bundles, this design allows quick locating and removing the defective fuel bundle 
from the cooling loop.  However, the CANDU design increases the number of primary 
containment components (pressure tubes), which also raises the possibility for the leak of 
coolant.  In order to alleviate that risk, structural integrity assessments for pressure tubes are 
periodically conducted by mechanical testing of surveillance tubes removed from the service.  
The mechanical testing provides information on possible degradation in mechanical properties, 
due to irradiation and deuterium pickup, of pressure tube materials in service. 
 
1.2 CANDU Pressure Tubes 
Pressure tubes in CANDU reactors have been manufactured from cold-worked Zr-2.5Nb 
since 1971, as successors to Zircoloy-2 pressure tubes [9].  The microstructure of the cold-
worked Zr-2.5Nb pressure tubes consists of elongated α-phase (HCP) containing about 1 wt% 
niobium, surrounded by a thin layer of β-phase (BCC) containing about 20 wt% niobium.  The α-
grain size is typically about 0.2 to 0.5 µm thick in the radial direction, with an aspect ratio of 
1:5:50 in the radial, circumferential and axial direction.  Duo to the specific cold-worked 
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process, the α-grains are preferentially oriented such that their basal poles are mostly in the 
circumferential direction [7]. 
Zr-2.5Nb pressure tubes typically have an inner radius of about 104 mm with the 
thickness of about 4.2 mm, a total length of 630 mm.  They operate at an internal pressure of 
about 10 MPa and at a temperature ranging from about 250 to 265°C (inlet ends) to about 290 to 
315°C (outlet ends) during normal conditions.  Pressure tubes in service should satisfy a leak-
before-break (LBB) criterion.  The LBB criterion requires that any pressure tube which fails by 
crack propagation must leak sufficient coolant so that the annulus gas system can detect the 
change of moisture of the gas between calandria tubes and pressure tubes [42] before the crack 
becomes unstable (reaches critical crack length).  The LBB criterion needs accurate fracture 
toughness values of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials.   
 
1.3 Fracture Toughness of Zr-2.5Nb Pressure Tube Materials 
Fracture toughness values of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials can vary due to several 
reasons, such as irradiation and presence of trace elements.  Chow et al. [10] presented the 
effects of irradiation by measuring the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and fracture toughness of 
Zr-2.5Nb materials of pressure tubes at about the operating temperature.  The pressure tubes 
were removed from nuclear power plants after various years of service, up to 15 years.  The 
results showed that the UTS increases and the fracture toughness decreases rapidly during the 
first few years of operation.  After that, the UTS and the fracture toughness approaches to 
constants.  As for the effects of trace elements, Theaker et al. [43] listed five trace elements 
detrimental to fracture toughness values of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials, which are carbon, 
chlorine, phosphorus, oxygen and hydrogen.  Among these trace elements, chlorine is directly 
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related to the formation of fissure structures, which can severely lower fracture toughness values 
of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials.  Aitchison and Davies [2] experimentally showed that 
fissures result from the microsegregation of chlorine and carbon (as carbide).  Even a small 
amount of concentration (> 1 ppmw) of chlorine can sharply lower the value of fracture 
toughness of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials [2,14].  The concentration of chlorine is so 
important that the specification for Zr-2.5Nb pressure tubes has introduced a maximum chlorine 
concentration value of 0.5 ppmw after 1987 while there was none before 1987 [14]. 
Another important trace element is hydrogen, which is related to the formation of 
hydrides.  Hydrides are very brittle with fracture toughness value of about 1 mMPa  at 25°C 
and 3 mMPa  at 300°C, as investigated in Simpson and Cann [30].  The fracture strength of 
hydrides embedded in Zr-2.5Nb alloys is between 500 MPa to 800 MPa at temperature between 
25°C to 250°C [8,20,29].  The compressive transformation stress results from volume expansion 
of hydride formation can be ignored if the length of hydrides is long enough (>50 µm) [20,29].  
With consideration of the low fracture toughness value of hydrides and the relatively low 
fracture strength of hydrides, which is generally lower than the yield stress of its adjacent 
zirconium matrix, it can be inferred that the presence of hydrides in zirconium matrix can 
deteriorate the fracture toughness of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials. 
Typically, newly-made Zr-2.5Nb pressure tubes contain equivalent hydrogen 
concentration (hydrogen + 0.5 deuterium) of less than 25 ppmw, which was included in the 
specification before 1987 [14].  The terminal solid solubility (TSS) for hydride dissolution is 
about 29 ppmw at 250°C and less than 1 ppmw at room temperature [23].  For newly-installed 
pressure tubes under normal operating conditions, no or only few hydrides will precipitate in 
pressure tubes, and hydrogen effects are negligible.  However, pressure tubes will gradually pick 
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up deuterium and the equivalent hydrogen concentration increases during service.  The increase 
could reach 40 ppmw after 30 years of service [7], which means that hydrides will gradually 
precipitate in pressure tubes in service.  Another extreme case is the shutdown of reactor.  Due to 
the drastic decrease of temperature, the TSS also decreases so that extra hydrogen will 
precipitate as hydrides.  As discussed above, either an increase of service years or a decrease of 
temperature could be detrimental to the fracture toughness of Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials.  
Due to these uncertainties, the maximum equivalent hydrogen concentration in the specification 
has been lowered to 5 ppmw since 1987 [14] to increase the safety margin. 
 
1.4 Orientation of Hydrides 
With the specific cold-worked process (a large amount of compressive strain in the radial 
direction [23]), most of the hydrides, if any, in newly-made pressure tubes are circumferential 
hydrides, with their platelet normals in the radial direction.  However, after thermal cycling with 
an internal pressure which is large enough, the circumferential hydrides could dissolve and 
reprecipitate as reoriented hydrides (radial hydrides) [31].  The normals of radial hydrides are 
parallel to the applied tensile stress, which is in the circumferential direction of pressure tubes.  
The reorientation of hydrides happens only if the basal poles of HCP structure of α-grains are 
also along the maximum tensile stress [18].  It should be mentioned that radial hydrides in 
pressure tubes are usually expected to have more embrittlement effects than circumferential ones 
since radial hydrides are perpendicular to the hoop stress direction and parallel to the crack 
plane.  The mechanism of radial hydrides on reduction of fracture toughness of Zr-2.5Nb 
pressure tube materials were already studied and well-known as delayed hydrogen cracking 
(DHC) [25].  However, the effects of circumferential hydrides on reduction of fracture toughness 
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were either unrecognized for Zr-2.5Nb cold-rolled sheet materials [1] or mentioned but not 
studied for Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube materials [32].  This is the gap this investigation is going to 
fill. 
 
1.5 Scope of Work 
In Chapter 2, ductile fracture initiation with consideration of strain concentration and 
stress triaxiality near crack fronts in compact tension (CT) specimens of hydrided irradiated Zr-
2.5Nb materials with split circumferential hydrides is investigated by three-dimensional finite 
element analyses with submodeling.  A strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress 
triaxiality is developed from the Gurson yield model.  With that fracture criterion at a critical 
distance ahead of the main crack front in the CT specimen, the implications of the strain 
concentration in the ligaments between circumferential hydrides on the fracture toughness of the 
irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials are examined and investigated. 
In Chapter 3, ductile fracture initiation with consideration of strain concentration and 
stress triaxiality near axial crack fronts in pressure tube (PT) specimens of hydrided irradiated 
Zr-2.5Nb materials with split circumferential hydrides is examined by three-dimensional finite 
element analyses with submodeling.  The critical location along the crack front is determined 
based on the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality as established in 
Chapter 2.  Following the same failure criterion, the effects of the plastic strain concentration and 
stress triaxiality in the ligaments between circumferential hydrides on the fracture initiation in 
the PT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials with hydrides are examined and investigated. 
In Chapter 4, the effects of curvature on ductile fracture initiation with consideration of 
strain concentration and stress triaxiality near crack fronts in curved compact tension (CCT) 
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specimens of hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials with split circumferential hydrides are 
examined by three-dimensional finite element analyses with submodeling.  The effects of the 
curvature on the J-integral distributions along the crack front, and on the stress and strain states 
ahead of the crack front in the CCT specimen are examined.  The critical location along the crack 
front is determined based on the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress 
triaxiality as established in Chapter 2.  The computational results of the CCT specimen are then 
benchmarked with those of the CT specimen to investigate the effects of the curvature on the 
fracture initiation loads for the CCT specimens.  In addition, the computational results of the CT, 
PT and CCT specimens are examined to show the applicability that the fracture toughness values 
obtained from CCT specimens can be used to predict the fracture of pressure tube (PT) 
specimens.  Following the same failure criterion, the effects of the plastic strain concentration 
and stress triaxiality in the ligaments between circumferential hydrides on the fracture initiation 
loads in the CCT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials with hydrides are examined and 
investigated. 
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Figure 1-1. A schematic plot of a calandria shell in a CANDU reactor [19]. 
 
 
 
Figure 1-2. A side view of a calandria shell penetrated by hundreds of calandria tubes [19]. 
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Figure 1-3. A fuel bundle inside a Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube [19]. 
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Chapter 2 Ductile Fracture Initiation with Consideration of Strain Concentration and 
Stress Triaxiality near Crack Fronts in Compact Tension Specimens of Hydrided 
Irradiated Zr-2.5Nb Materials with Split Circumferential Hydrides 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Smith and Davies [34,35] examined the low fracture toughness of Zr-2.5Nb CANDU 
pressure tube material associated with the fissure formation due to microsegregation of chlorine 
and carbon.  Scarth et al. [27] investigated the low fracture toughness of Zr-2.5Nb CANDU 
pressure tube material related to similar fissure structures as the result of splitting of 
circumferential hydrides.  Sung et al. [39] investigated the crack tip stresses along the front of a 
crack in a compact tension (CT) specimen of unirradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials by three-
dimensional finite element analyses with submodeling.  Based on the computational results with 
the assumption of the hydride fracture stress of 750 MPa for both radial and circumferential 
hydrides, all radial hydrides and the circumferential hydrides in the middle portion of the 
specimen ahead of the crack front should fracture at the specimen load of 3,000 N.  Sung et al. 
[40] also examined the opening strain in the ligament directly ahead of the crack front based on a 
thin-sliced CT model with the assumption of the plane strain conditions in the thickness direction 
in order to save the computational effort.  The computational results indicate that with the split 
circumferential hydrides, the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) can increase by 50% for 
thinner thin-sliced specimens under the same load per unit thickness.  With the use of a strain-
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based failure criterion, the load per unit thickness for thinner thin-sliced specimens with split 
circumferential hydrides can be reduced by at most 70% when the failure criterion is met.  
However, in the investigation of Sung et al. [39,40], the materials for the CT specimen and thin-
sliced CT specimen were idealized as elastic perfectly plastic materials.  In order to explore the 
effects of split circumferential hydrides on the fracture behavior of the full-sized CT specimens 
of irradiated materials, three-dimensional finite element analyses without and with split 
circumferential hydrides are needed to explore the stress and strain states in the ligament directly 
ahead of the crack front in a CT specimen of irradiated materials with a realistic stress-strain 
relation obtained from the transverse tensile tests of irradiated materials.   
In this investigation, the reduced fracture toughness associated with split circumferential 
hydrides at room temperature is examined by conducting three-dimensional finite element 
analyses of CT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials without and with split circumferential 
hydrides.  The stress-strain relation for the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials is taken as elastic 
plastic strain-hardening with a perfectly plastic behavior at large plastic strains based on the 
results of transverse tensile tests.  A three-dimensional finite element analysis of a CT specimen 
of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials without circumferential hydrides is first conducted to examine 
the stress and strain states near the crack front in the CT specimens.  Three-dimensional finite 
element analyses of CT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials with a pair of circumferential 
hydrides with various hydride heights and ligament thicknesses near the middle of the crack front 
in the CT specimen are then conducted to examine the effective plastic strains in the ligaments 
between the split circumferential hydrides.  With a strain-based fracture criterion with 
consideration of stress triaxiality at a critical distance ahead of the main crack front in the full-
sized CT specimen, the implications of the strain concentration in the ligaments on the fracture 
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toughness of the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials are examined and investigated.  Finally, 
conclusions are made. 
 
2.2 Finite Element Models 
The geometry of the three-dimensional finite element models in this study is based on the 
geometry of the curved compact tension (CCT) specimens [12] machined from irradiated 
pressured tubes.  Figure 2-1(a) shows a schematic of a CCT specimen without hydrides.  The 
specimen has the thickness of 4.2 mm and the width of 17 mm.  The total crack length is 8.75 
mm including the fatigue crack length of 2 mm.  Figure 2-1(b) shows a schematic of a CCT 
specimen with circumferential hydrides. The left figure in Figure 2-1(b) schematically shows a 
side view of the CCT specimen with a rectangular circumferential hydride.  The right figure in 
Figure 2-1(b) schematically shows a front view of the CCT specimen with a pair of 
circumferential hydrides.  The circumferential hydrides are assumed to have already split so that 
the split circumferential hydrides are considered as transverse cracks.  As the first step, the 
curvature of the specimen and the curvature of the circumferential hydrides are not considered in 
this investigation so that a flat compact tension (CT) specimen and flat split circumferential 
hydrides are actually modeled in this study.  The computational results including the effects of 
the curvature of the CCT specimen and the curvature of the circumferential hydrides will be 
presented in Chapter 4.  Due to the symmetries of the CT specimen, only a quarter of a CT 
specimen is considered for modeling. 
In order to investigate the effects of split circumferential hydrides on the fracture 
behavior ahead of the front of a crack in a hydrided irradiated CT specimen, submodeling was 
adopted to reduce unnecessary repetitive computation.  The details of submodeling and the 
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criteria to select the sizes of the submodels were discussed in [39].  Basically, the idea of 
submodeling is dividing one-step simulation of a large-scale finite element model into two-step 
simulation with a global model describing the general characteristics of the model, and one or 
more sub-regions as one or more submodels catching the mechanical responses of regions of 
interest, of which the sizes are relatively small compared to that of the entire model. 
Figure 2-2 shows the geometry of the global finite element model of a right upper quarter 
of a CT specimen for three-dimensional finite element analyses.  The global model was 
partitioned to four regions of different element sizes for efficient meshing and computation.  The 
four regions of different element sizes on the YX   plane are shown in Figures 2-3(a) and (b).  
The sizes and the numbers of elements for the four regions are listed in Table 2-1.  The Z  
symmetry boundary condition was imposed on the left side surface and the Y  symmetry 
boundary condition was imposed on the bottom surface of the global model, as shown in Figures 
2-4(a) and (b).  Without using transitional elements, tie constraints were used to impose the 
displacement continuity between the regions of different element sizes, as shown in Figure 
2-4(b).  Collapsed elements with the size of 12.5 µm by 12.5 µm by 25 µm in the X , Y  and Z  
directions were placed adjacent to the crack front to induce the necessary singularity [39].  The 
total number of the elements for the global model is 113,763. 
In order to study the effects of split circumferential hydrides with various hydride heights 
and ligament thicknesses on the crack initiation of the CT specimens, several submodels were 
built in this investigation.  The size of all submodels is the same, as shown in Figure 2-5.  The 
size is defined as that of the Region 3 of the global model based on the shape of the plastic zone 
from the elastic-plastic analysis of the global model [39].  The submodels were also partitioned 
to three regions of different element sizes.  The partition of the regions of different element sizes 
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on the YX   plane is shown in Figures 2-6(a) and (b).  The sizes and the numbers of elements 
for the three regions are listed in Table 2-2.  Region 3 of the submodels has two sizes of elements 
for better computational efficiency when split circumferential hydrides were considered.  The 
submodel boundaries, where the displacements are acquired from the analyses of the 
corresponding global model, and two symmetry boundary conditions are shown in Figures 2-7(a) 
and (b).  Tie constraints were used to impose the displacement continuity between different 
regions, as shown in Figure 2-7(b).  The right-side surface of the submodel is the only free 
surface.  Due to the small size (5 µm by 5 µm by 5 µm) of the elements near the crack front, no 
collapsed element was needed in the submodels [24].  The total number of the elements for each 
submodel is 556,458. 
Split circumferential hydrides are modeled by separating elements on the interface where 
the hydrides are located.  A pair of split circumferential hydrides was assumed in the middle of 
CT specimen ahead of the crack front.  Since only a quarter of a CT specimen is considered in 
this study, only the upper half of one split circumferential hydride is modeled.  The locations of 
the half split circumferential hydride with three different sizes of 525 µm by 25 µm, 525 µm by 
50 µm and 525 µm by 75 µm on the YX   plane are shown in Figures 2-8(a), (b) and (c), 
respectively.  Different ligament thicknesses between split circumferential hydrides considered 
in this investigation are 30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 µm.  These different thicknesses are simulated 
by controlling the location of the split circumferential hydride in the Z  direction. 
The irradiated Zr-2.5Nb material used in the finite element analyses is strain hardening at 
small plastic strains and becomes perfectly plastic at large plastic strains.  The details are 
discussed in Appendix A.  The Young’s modulus is taken to be 102.1 GPa and the Poisson’s 
ratio is taken to be 0.4.  The input plastic hardening curve is shown in Figure A-3.  A load 0P  of 
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3,206 N corresponding to CK  = 59.2 mMPa  [37] based on the ASME E399 [4] is applied.  It 
should be mentioned that CK  = 59.2 mMPa  is determined from curved compact tension 
specimens cut from unhydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tubes [37].  The commercial finite 
element program ABAQUS was employed to perform the computations.  First-order three-
dimensional brick element with reduced integration (C3D8R) was used exclusively in this study 
since large local plastic strains are expected.  The option of the geometric nonlinearity is set to 
off in the elastic analyses and is turned on in the elastic-plastic analyses. 
 
2.3 Computational Results 
2.3.1 Compact Tension Specimen without Split Circumferential Hydrides 
Based on the submodeling strategy established in [39], two conditions should be satisfied 
for appropriate sets of global models and submodels. First, the mechanical behaviors near the 
crack front of the submodels should be similar to that of the global model.  Figure 2-9 shows the 
consistency of the distributions of the computational J-integrals in the thickness direction of the 
global model and the submodel without split circumferential hydrides from the elastic analyses.  
In the figure, Z  represents the location in the thickness direction of the CT specimen.  Due to the 
consistency of the two distributions of J-integrals, the first condition is fulfilled.  Second, the size 
of submodels should enclose the whole plastic zones in all elastic-plastic analyses.  Figure 2-10 
shows the envelope of the three-dimensional plastic zone in the submodel from the elastic-plastic 
analyses.  The plastic zone is completely in the fine mesh region of the submodel.  Based on the 
discussions above, this set of the global model and submodel satisfies the two conditions and is 
adequate for the three-dimensional finite element analyses of the quarter CT specimen.  It should 
be noted that the unconventional shape of the three-dimensional plastic zone, which was 
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discussed in [39], is shown in Figure 2-10.  Three cross sections a, b and c are also defined in 
Figure 2-10.  The plastic zones in the cross sections a, b and c are shown in Figures 2-11(a), (b) 
and (c), respectively.  As discussed in Sung et al. [39], the largest plastic zone size on the YX   
plane does not occur on the free surface as shown in Figures 2-10 and 2-11.  The plastic zone 
size and shape on the free surface (cross section c) are more similar to those in the middle of the 
specimen (cross section a) but with a smaller size ahead of the crack front. 
The contours of the opening stress yy  and the out-of-plane normal stress zz  on the half 
of the crack plane ahead of the crack front are plotted in Figures 2-12 and 2-13, respectively.  
The radial distance r  is the distance from the crack front in the X  direction on the crack plane.  
The range of interest of r  in this study is from 0r  µm to 125r  µm, as shown in Figures 
2-12 and 2-13.  In order to clearly show the magnitude of stresses ahead of the crack front, the 
distributions of the opening stress yy  and the out-of-plane normal stress zz  are also plotted at 
different radial distance r ’s ahead of the crack front in the thickness direction in Figures 2-14 
and 2-15, respectively.  As shown in Figures 2-12 and 2-14, the largest opening stress yy  occurs 
at about 60r  µm, not adjacent to the crack front, in the middle of a CT specimen.  In addition, 
all yy  in this region of interest is larger than the hydride fracture stress of 750 MPa [28].  The 
normal of the radial hydrides is parallel to the Y  direction.  If radial hydrides precipitate in this 
region of interest, all of them should fracture under this given load for crack initiation.  It should 
be mentioned that the largest opening stress yy  is quite close to the theoretical value of 2.97 0  
(3,356 MPa), which is derived from the slip line theory for rigid perfectly plastic materials under 
plane strain conditions.  Here, 0  is defined as the stress on the plateau of the input true stress-
plastic strain curve (1,130 MPa), as shown in Figure A-3.  This comparison suggests that the 
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stress state ahead of the crack front in the middle of a CT specimen is close to that of plane strain 
conditions for the finite element model with the given crack tip element size under the given 
load. 
In the same region of interest, the distributions of the out-of-plane normal stress zz  has 
the same trend as those of yy , as shown in Figures 2-13 and 2-15.  The largest out-of-plane 
normal stress zz  occurs at about 50r  µm, but not all zz  in this region of interest is larger 
than the hydride fracture stress of 750 MPa.  The zz  in the zone near the free surface does not 
exceed 750 MPa and the width of the zone with zz  less than 750 MPa increases with r  due to 
the free surface effect in the three-dimensional modeling, as shown in Figure 2-13.  If there are 
circumferential hydrides, with their normal parallel to the Z  direction, in this region of interest, 
they do not fracture near the free surface but fracture in the middle portion of a CT specimen.  
The general trends on the distributions of the opening stress yy  and the out-of-plane normal 
stress zz  and their implications to the hydride fracture, as discussed above, are also applicable 
at a smaller load than 3,206 N.  This phenomenon of the fracture of circumferential hydrides may 
be observed on the fracture surface of a hydrided irradiated CCT specimen tested at room 
temperature, as shown in Figures 2-16 and 2-17 [36].  In Figure 2-16, on the top and the bottom 
parts with light color, there is no obvious woody texture.  The woody texture in the middle 
portion may come from the ductile failure of thin ligaments between split circumferential 
hydrides [36].  The ductile failure of thin ligaments can be evidenced by dimples on the fracture 
surface in Figure 2-17, which reveals the details of the rectangular region marked in Figure 2-16.  
The transverse cracks due to split circumferential hydrides are marked in Figure 2-17.  In this 
paper, the normal of the transverse cracks due to split circumferential hydrides is in the Z  
direction.  This suggests that circumferential hydrides may not fracture in these light-colored 
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zones.  These light-colored zones without split circumferential hydrides increase with the 
increasing radial distance r  from the crack front, which agrees with the computational results 
shown in Figure 2-13. 
 
2.3.2 Compact Tension Specimen with Split Circumferential Hydrides 
Now, we consider a pair of split circumferential hydrides with various heights and 
ligament thicknesses ahead of the crack front near the Z  symmetry plane of the quarter finite 
element model.  The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for 
the finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential ( YZ  ) plane near the Z  
symmetry plane at the radial distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front under 60% of the 
applied load of 3,206 N are shown in Figures 2-18 to 2-20 for the models with split 
circumferential hydrides with the total heights of 50 µm, 100 µm and 150 µm, respectively, and 
with different ligament thicknesses.  Figures 2-18(a) to (e) show the results for the hydride height 
of 50 µm and the ligament thicknesses of 30, 50, 100, 150 and 200 µm, respectively. Figures 
2-19(a) to (e) and Figures 2-20(a) to (e) show the corresponding results for the hydride heights of 
100 µm and 150 µm, respectively.  In Figures 2-18 to 2-20, the right vertical sides of the plots 
are the Z  symmetry planes and the bottom sides of the plots are the Y  symmetry planes.  Note 
that the radial distance of 15r  µm is three elements away from the crack front.  The deformed 
meshes are also examined at 50r  µm ahead of the crack front.  The deformation modes of the 
ligaments are quite similar to those at 15r  µm presented in Figures 2-18 to 2-20.  In Figures 
2-18 to 2-20, only the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  larger than 6.5% are marked 
in color.  In these figures, the red color represents the regions where the effective plastic strains 
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are larger than 20% while the white color represents the regions where the effective plastic 
strains are less than 6.5%.   
By comparison of Figures 2-18 to 2-20, three types of strain concentration can be 
identified.  The type of strain concentration can be determined by the ligament thickness ratio   
which is defined as 
h
t
  (2-1) 
where t  represents the ligament thickness and h  represents the hydride height.  For small 
ligament thickness ratios with 1 , strain concentration occurs in the middle of the ligaments 
and then shear localization emanates from it, as shown in Figures 2-18(a) to (b), Figures 2-19(a) 
to (c) and Figures 2-20(a) to (d).  For the cases of the ligament thickness t  comparable to the 
hydride height h  with 21  , shear localization also emanates from the tip of the split 
circumferential hydride at the angle slightly smaller than 45 degrees with respective to the 
horizontal plane in addition to the strain concentration in the middle of the ligaments.  Two types 
of shear localization emanate from different sources and then connect with each other to cross 
the entire ligament, as shown in Figure 2-18(c), Figures 2-19(d) to (e) and Figure 2-20(e).  For 
large ligament thickness ratios with 2 , shear localization emanates from the tip of the split 
circumferential hydride at the angle slightly smaller than 45 degrees but ends near the split 
circumferential hydride, as shown in Figures 2-18(d) to (e). 
For the first two types of strain concentration with 2 , since the concentrated plastic 
deformation is across the entire ligament thickness, the plastic work or energy for the ligament to 
reach ductile fracture should be substantially smaller than that for the ligaments without large 
amount of strain concentration across the ligament thickness.  The phenomena of strain 
concentration with 2  are similar to those of the cumulative modes as discussed in [11] or 
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low energy modes discussed in [27].  For the third type of strain concentration ( 2 ), since the 
region affected by strain concentration is relatively small, the plastic work or energy to reach 
ductile fracture for the entire ligament will have only a relatively small decrease.  It should be 
noted that for the ligament thickness ratio with 3  in Figures 2-18(d), the strain concentration 
in the middle of the ligament is also moderate. 
It should be noted that only the circumferential hydrides with the heights larger than 50 
µm are assumed to be split [27] and considered in this investigation.  With this assumption, 
quantification of the distribution of ligament thicknesses shows that in a hydrided irradiated Zr-
2.5Nb pressure tube, almost all ligament thicknesses are less than 150 µm and most of them are 
less than 100 µm [21].  Based on the same assumption, the observation of hydride morphologies 
also shows that, in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube, the heights of circumferential 
hydrides are all larger than 50 µm and most of them are much larger than 50 µm [21].  From the 
discussion above, it can be concluded that in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube, the 
ligament thickness ratio   of any adjacent circumferential hydrides is commonly no larger than 
3 (with 150t  µm and 50h  µm, and then 3 ht ).  Consequently, the low energy types 
of strain concentration ( 3 ) can be assumed to be pronounced in a hydrided irradiated Zr-
2.5Nb pressure tube. 
In order to consider the effect of strain concentration on the ductile fracture of ligaments, 
a strain-based failure criterion without consideration of stress triaxiality is first examined in this 
investigation.  The history of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
ahead of the crack front in the middle of a CT specimen without hydride is plotted as a function 
of the normalized applied load 0/ PP  with 0P  = 3,206 N in Figures 2-21 to 2-23 and these curves 
are marked as “No Hydride”.  The applied load 0P  of 3,206 N corresponds to CK  = 59.2 
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mMPa  obtained from unhydrided irradiated curved compact tension (CCT) specimens [37].  
In these figures, when the crack is initiated at 1/ 0 PP , the effective plastic strain p  is about 
0.21 at the radial distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front in the middle of a CT specimen 
without split circumferential hydrides.  Therefore, the failure effective plastic strain 21.0fp  at 
the radial distance of 15r  µm is chosen as the baseline failure strain for the strain-based 
failure criterion in this investigation. 
Figures 2-21 to 2-23 also show the histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial 
distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front in the middle of ligaments with split 
circumferential hydrides with the heights of 50, 100 and 150 µm, respectively, and the ligament 
thicknesses of 30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 µm.  As shown in Figures 2-21 to 2-23, the material 
elements in the middle of ligaments at the radial distance of 15r  µm with different ligament 
thicknesses and different hydride heights will reach the failure effective plastic strain 21.0fp  
due to strain concentration earlier than the material elements in the middle of a CT specimen at 
the radial distance of 15r  µm without split circumferential hydrides.  For small ligament 
thickness ratios with 3 , the necessary fraction of the load for crack initiation to reach the 
failure criterion decreases to about 0.45 to 0.70, as marked by the vertical dotted lines in the 
figures.  For large ligament thickness ratios with 3 , the necessary fraction of the load to 
reach the failure effective plastic strain 21.0fp  is between 0.70 to 1.00, depending on the 
value of the ligament thickness ratio  . 
When the same analysis procedure as discussed earlier is followed with the material 
element selected at a different radial distance r  such as 25 or 50 µm ahead of the crack front as 
the critical material element, the general trends of the normalized applied loads for crack 
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initiation for the CT specimens without and with hydrides are quite similar to those for the 
selected material elements at the radial distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front.  It should 
be mentioned again that the values of   are commonly no larger than 3 in a hydrided irradiated 
Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube.  When a hydrided irradiated CT specimen with a significant presence of 
randomly distributed circumferential hydrides is under an increasing load, these circumferential 
hydrides will first split in the middle portion of the specimen and many ligaments with different 
ligament thicknesses will be created near the crack front.  Subsequently, low-energy and 
moderate strain concentration with 3  occurs in most of ligaments, and the load does not need 
to go to the full load to reach the failure effective plastic strain fp  in most of the ligaments.  
Only a fraction, 0.45 to 0.70, of the applied load is needed to initiate the crack growth with many 
split circumferential hydrides near the crack front.  The computational results may be used to 
explain the significant reduction of the fracture toughness at room temperature obtained from 
hydrided irradiated curved compact tension (CCT) specimens when compared with that from 
unhydrided irradiated ones as observed in [27]. 
As shown in Figures 2-18 to 2-20, the split circumferential hydrides give the free surfaces 
ahead of the crack front in the middle of the CT specimens with hydrides.  The free surfaces 
result in strain concentration in the ligaments ahead of the crack front.  This is the reason that the 
effective plastic strain curves for CT specimens with hydrides are higher than that for a CT 
specimen without hydride in Figures 2-21 to 2-23.  However, the free surfaces also reduce the 
stress triaxiality in the ligaments ahead of the crack front.  When a material element fails by void 
nucleation, growth and coalescence, the failure effective plastic strain is in general higher for the 
material element with lower stress triaxiality [5].  Therefore, the effects of the stress triaxiality 
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on the failure of material elements ahead of the crack fronts in CT specimens without and with 
hydrides should be considered. 
 
2.4 Strain Failure Criterion with Consideration of Stress Triaxiality 
For ductile fracture, the failure effective plastic strain fp  depends on the stress triaxiality 
  [5].  The stress triaxiality   is defined as 
 (2-2) 
where m  ( 3kk ) represents the hydrostatic tension, and e  ( 23 ijij  ) is the tensile 
effective stress which is based on the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor ij   (
3ijkkij   ).  When the stress triaxiality   is large, the ductile fracture process is governed 
by void nucleation, growth and coalescence, and the failure effective plastic strain fp  decreases 
with increasing stress triaxiality   [5].  In Bao and Wierzbicki [5], the failure effective plastic 
strain fp  was presented as a function of the stress triaxiality   based on the experimental and 
computational results for aluminum alloy 2024-T351.  However, the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  as a function of the stress triaxiality   for irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials based on the 
experimental and computational results is not available.   
The computational results on the states of the stress triaxiality ahead of crack front for a 
CT specimen without hydride and a CT specimen with hydrides are presented in Appendix B.  
As shown in Figures B-3 to B-5, the values of the stress triaxiality   are larger than 0.7 ahead of 
the crack front during the most deformation histories.  The failure of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb 
materials with hydrides ahead of the crack front is ductile as shown from the dimpled fracture 
e
m


 
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surface in Figure 2-17.  Since the stress triaxiality is quite high ahead of the crack front and the 
fracture of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials is ductile, a phenomenological macroscopic void 
growth model based on the Gurson yield function [17] is adopted here to model the effects of 
void growth on ductile fracture in order to develop the failure effective plastic strain fp  as a 
function of the stress triaxiality   for irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials to model the fracture 
initiation in the CT specimens without and with hydrides.  The details for the development the 
governing equations of the Gurson model to determine the failure strains of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb 
materials is presented in Appendix C. 
In order to better visualize the effect of the stress triaxiality   on the failure effective 
plastic strain fp , 
f
p  as a function of   under constant   conditions with the selection of the 
initial void volume fraction 03.00 f  and the failure void volume fraction 113.0ff  based on 
the governing equations of the Gurson model presented in Appendix C is shown in Figure 2-24.  
In order to compare the results of the Gurson model approach presented in Appendix C with 
those of the average stress triaxiality approach of Bao and Wierzbicki [5], an average stress 
triaxiality   defined by Bao and Wierzbicki [5] is adopted here as 
pf
p
d
f
p




 0
1
 (2-3) 
With this definition of the average stress triaxiality  , the failure effective plastic strain fp of 
0.634 for the critical center element in the transverse tensile tests for the average stress triaxiality 
 of 0.603 can be determined and then plotted as a solid square symbol in Figure 2-24 based on 
the experimental results and the three-dimensional finite element analyses of the transverse 
tensile tests as detailed in Appendix D.  The average stress triaxiality   at the radial distance of 
15r  µm ahead of the crack front in the CT specimen without hydride can be determined as 
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1.766 when the effective tensile plastic strain fp  reaches the failure effective plastic strain of 
0.21 at CK .  The lower failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  of 0.21 for the higher average stress 
triaxiality   of 1.766 is also shown as the solid triangular symbol in Figure 2-24.  As shown in 
Figure 2-24, the results of the Gurson model approach presented in Appendix C and the average 
stress triaxiality approach of Bao and Wierzbicki [5] are consistent with each other to correlate to 
the fracture initiation in the CT specimens without hydride.  As shown in Figure 2-24, the failure 
effective plastic strain fp  as a function of the stress triaxiality   based on the Gurson model 
can be correlated to the transverse tensile test results and the fracture initiation for the CT 
specimen without hydride at CK .  The general trend of the curve for the failure effective plastic 
strain fp  as a function of the stress triaxiality   for irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials is quite 
similar to that for aluminum alloy 2024-T351 shown in Bao and Wierzbicki [5]. 
 
2.5 Reduction of Frature Initiation Load Due to Split Circumferential Hydrides 
The failure effective plastic strain fp  can now be calculated from the given stress 
triaxiality history )( p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front in CT 
specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the heights of 50, 100 and 150 µm and 
different ligament thicknesses based on the Gurson model approach.  The material stress-strain 
curve )( pf   and the stress triaxiality history )( p  during the increasing effective plastic 
strain p  are tracked to obtain the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  to grow from the initial 
volume fraction 03.00 f  to the failure void volume fraction 113.0ff  based on the governing 
equations of the Gurson model derived and presented in Appendix C.  The average stress 
triaxiality approach of Bao and Wierzbicki [5] is also used to determine the failure effective 
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plastic strain fp  based on the curve for the failure effective plastics strain 
f
p  as a function of 
the stress triaxiality   obtained from the Gurson model shown in Figure 2-24.  The results based 
on the two approaches for the fracture initiation loads for CT specimens with split 
circumferential hydrides are quite similar and only the results based on the Gurson model are 
presented in Figures 2-25 to 2-27.  The values of the failure effective plastic strain fp  are 
marked by the crosses for CT specimens with hydrides with the heights of 50, 100 and 150 µm 
and different ligament thicknesses in Figures 2-25 to 2-27, respectively. 
As shown in Figures 2-25 to 2-27, the material elements in the middle of ligaments at the 
radial distance of 15r  µm in the middle of CT specimens with hydrides with different 
ligament thicknesses and different heights will achieve the failure effective plastic strain fp  
earlier than the material element at the radial distance of 15r  µm in the middle of CT 
specimens without hydride due to different types of strain concentration as discussed earlier.  
Based on the values of the failure effective plastic strain fp  obtained from the governing 
equations of the Gurson model for the cases with 3 , the necessary fraction of the normalized 
load for crack initiation to reach the values of the failure effective plastic strain fp  decreases to 
0.60 to 0.70.  The normalized loads from 0.60 to 0.70 to reach the failure criterion are higher 
than those based on the failure criterion without consideration of stress triaxiality as presented in 
Figures 2-21 to 2-23 due to larger failure effective plastic strains for the low stress triaxiality of 
the critical material elements in ligaments with small thicknesses of 30 and 50 µm.  This is the 
main reason that a strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality is needed 
for the fracture initiation analysis where the constraint conditions change from the nearly plane 
strain conditions in CT specimens without hydride to the nearly plane stress conditions in the 
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ligaments between split circumferential hydrides.  For the cases with 3 , the necessary 
fraction of the load for crack initiation to reach the failure effective plastic strain fp  is between 
0.70 to 1.00, depending on the value of the ligament thickness ratio  .  It should be mentioned 
again that the values of the ligament thickness ratio   are commonly no larger than 3 in a 
hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube.  As shown in Figures 2-25 to 2-27, the 
computational results with consideration of stress triaxiality can be used to explain the near 35% 
reduction of the fracture toughness at room temperature obtained from hydrided irradiated 
curved compact tension (CCT) specimens when compared with that obtained from unhydrided 
irradiated ones [27]. 
When the same analysis procedure is followed with the material element selected at a 
different radial distances of 10 µm ahead of the crack front as the critical material element, the 
curve of the failure effective plastics strain fp  as a function of the stress triaxiality   will still 
be fitted by the experimental/computational results of the transverse tensile tests and the 
effective plastic strain p  at the critical material element, and the curve will be higher than that 
shown in Figure 2-24 for larger values of the stress triaxiality  .  However, the general trends of 
the normalized applied loads for fracture initiation for the CT specimens with hydrides are quite 
similar to those for the selected material element at the radial distance of 15r  µm ahead of the 
crack front as presented in this paper. 
 
2.6 Conclusions 
In this study, simulations of CT specimens without and with split circumferential 
hydrides were conducted with a quarter finite element model using the submodeling technique.  
The choices of the mesh sizes and geometric sizes of the global model and the submodels follow 
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the guidelines established in [39].  For a CT specimen without split circumferential hydrides, the 
distributions of the opening stress yy  and the out-of-plane normal stress zz  on the half crack 
plane ahead of the crack front are obtained.  The computational results show that in the middle of 
the specimen, the largest opening stress yy  and the largest out-of-plane normal stress zz  occur 
at the radial distances of about 60r  µm and 50r  µm, respectively, not adjacent to the crack 
front under the given load.  The largest opening stress yy  is quite close to the theoretical value 
derived from the slip line theory for rigid perfectly plastic materials under plane strain 
conditions.  This means that the stress state near the middle portion of the crack front is close to 
that of the plane strain conditions under the given load.  With the hydride fracture stress of 750 
MPa, the distributions of the opening stress yy  and the out-of-plane normal stress zz  show that 
all radial hydrides ahead of the crack front will fracture, and circumferential hydrides ahead of 
the crack front split in the middle portion of specimen but they do not split near the free surface.  
The size of the zone without split circumferential hydrides increases with the increasing radial 
distance r  from the crack front. 
For CT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with various heights and ligament 
thicknesses, strain concentration is observed in the middle of the ligaments when the ratio of the 
ligament thickness to the hydride height less than 3.  A strain-based failure criterion with 
consideration of stress triaxiality is developed using the Gurson yield model with two fitting 
parameters of the initial void volume fraction 0f  and the failure void volume fraction ff .  The 
two fitting parameters are determined by the failure engineering plastic strain of the transverse 
tensile tests and the failure effective plastic strain for the material element at 15r  µm ahead of 
the crack front in the CT specimen without hydride at CK .  With the strain-based failure 
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criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the necessary fraction of the load for crack 
initiation is about 0.60 to 0.70 to fracture the ligaments with low plastic work or energy types of 
strain concentration.  The results suggest that low plastic work or energy types of strain 
concentration in ligaments are pronounced in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube.   The 
computational results suggest that only 60% to 70% of the load for crack initiation of an 
unhydrided irradiated CT specimen is needed to fracture a hydrided irradiated CT specimen with 
many randomly distributed split circumferential hydrides near the crack front.  The 
computational results can be used to explain the near 35% reduction of the fracture toughness at 
room temperature obtained from hydrided irradiated curved compact tension (CCT) specimens 
when compared with that from unhydrided irradiated ones. 
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Table 2-1. Sizes and numbers of elements for the four regions of the three-dimensional global 
finite element model. 
 
Region of 
global model 
Element size in the X , 
Y  and Z  directions 
(µm) 
Number of 
elements 
Region 1 500x500x500 3,765 
Region 2 100x100x100 20,412 
Region 3 50x50x50 41,034 
Region 4 25x25x25 48,552 
 
 
 
 
Table 2-2. Sizes and numbers of elements for the three regions of the three-dimensional 
submodels. 
 
Region of 
submodel 
Element size in the X , 
Y  and Z  directions 
(µm) 
Number of 
elements 
Region 1 50x50x50 36,666 
Region 2 25x25x25 74,592 
Region 3 5x5x5, 25x5x5 445,200 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2-1. Schematics of a curved compact tension (CCT) specimen (a) without and (b) with 
circumferential hydrides.  The CCT specimen has a fatigue crack with a length of 2 mm ahead of 
the notch tip. 
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Figure 2-2. Geometry of the three-dimensional global finite element model of a quarter of a CT 
specimen. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2-3. Partition of the regions of different element sizes on the YX   plane of the global 
model. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2-4. Boundary and constraint conditions of the three-dimensional global finite element 
model. 
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Figure 2-5. Geometry of the submodels of a quarter of a CT specimen. 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2-6. Partition of the regions of different element sizes on the YX   plane of the 
submodels. 
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(a) 
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Figure 2-7. Boundary and constraint conditions of the three-dimensional submodels. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 2-8. The positions and the sizes of split circumferential hydrides with different hydride 
heights on the YX   plane in the submodels. (a) 50 µm; (b) 100 µm; (c) 150 µm. 
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Figure 2-9. The distributions of the computational J-integrals of the global model and the 
submodel without split circumferential hydrides. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-10. The envelope surface of the three-dimensional plastic zone of the submodel without 
split circumferential hydrides and the locations of three cross sections a, b and c. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 2-11. The plastic zones in three cross sections a, b, and c. (a) Cross section a, (b) cross 
section b, and (c) cross section c. 
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Figure 2-12. The contours of the opening stresses yy  on the half crack plane ahead of the crack 
front. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-13. The contours of the out-of-plane normal stresses zz  on the half crack plane ahead 
of the crack front. 
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Figure 2-14. The distributions of the opening stresses yy  at different r ’s in the thickness 
direction ( Z ) ahead of the crack front. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-15. The distributions of the out-of-plane normal stresses zz  at different r ’s in the 
thickness direction ( Z ) ahead of the crack front. 
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Figure 2-16. A SEM picture of the fracture surface of a hydrided irradiated curved compact 
tension (CCT) specimen at room temperature. 
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Figure 2-17. A magnified picture of the fracture surface of a hydrided irradiated curved compact 
tension (CCT) specimen at room temperature. 
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Figure 2-18. The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the 
finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential plane near the Z  symmetry plane 
at the radial distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front for the CT specimens with hydrides 
with the height of 50 µm under a half of the applied load of 3,206 N. The ligament thicknesses 
are (a) 30 µm, (b) 50 µm, (c) 100 µm, (f) 150 µm, and (e) 200 µm. 
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Figure 2-19. The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the 
finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential plane near the Z  symmetry plane 
at the radial distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front for the CT specimens with hydrides 
with the height of 100 µm under a half of the applied load of 3,206 N. The ligament thicknesses 
are (a) 30 µm, (b) 50 µm, (c) 100 µm, (f) 150 µm, and (e) 200 µm. 
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Figure 2-20. The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the 
finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential plane near the Z  symmetry plane 
at the radial distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front for the CT specimens with hydrides 
with the height of 150 µm under a half of the applied load of 3,206 N. The ligament thicknesses 
are (a) 30 µm, (b) 50 µm, (c) 100 µm, (f) 150 µm, and (e) 200 µm. 
 
  
30t 20.0 50t 33.0
100t 67.0 150t 00.1
200t 33.1
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Figure 2-21. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
plotted as functions of the normalized applied load 0/ PP  for a CT specimen without hydride and 
CT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 50 µm and different 
ligament thicknesses. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-22. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
plotted as functions of the normalized applied load 0/ PP  for a CT specimen without hydride and 
CT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 100 µm and different 
ligament thicknesses. 
δ ≤ 3
δ ≤ 3
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Figure 2-23. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
plotted as functions of the normalized applied load 0/ PP  for a CT specimen without hydride and 
CT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 150 µm and different 
ligament thicknesses. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-24. The failure effective plastic strain fp  plotted as a function of the stress triaxiality 
  for a material element subjected to constant stress triaxiality   during the deformation 
histories. 
δ ≤ 3
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Figure 2-25. The values of the effective plastic strains p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm as 
functions of the normalized applied load for a CT specimen without hydride and with split 
circumferential hydrides with the height of 50 µm and different ligament thicknesses. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-26. The values of the effective plastic strains p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm as 
functions of the normalized applied load for a CT specimen without hydride and with split 
circumferential hydrides with the height of 100 µm and different ligament thicknesses. 
δ ≤ 3
δ ≤ 3
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Figure 2-27. The values of the effective plastic strains p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm as 
functions of the normalized applied load for a CT specimen without hydride and with split 
circumferential hydrides with the height of 150 µm and different ligament thicknesses. 
 
 
 
 
δ ≤ 3
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Chapter 3 Ductile Fracture Initiation near Axial Crack Fronts in Pressure Tubes of 
Hydrided Irradiated Zr-2.5Nb Materials with Split Circumferential Hydrides 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In a companion investigation in Chapter 2, the reduced fracture toughness associated with 
split circumferential hydrides at room temperature was examined by conducting three-
dimensional finite element analyses of compact tension (CT) specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb 
materials without and with split circumferential hydrides.  The free surfaces of the split 
circumferential hydrides allow the strain concentration developed in the ligament between the 
split circumferential hydrides.  However, the free surfaces also reduce the stress triaxiality in the 
ligament ahead of the crack front when compared with that in CT specimens without split 
circumferential hydrides.  The stress concentration in the ligament promotes ductile failure while 
the low stress triaxiality increases the failure effective plastic strain.  In order to consider these 
two factors due to free surfaces simultaneously, the Gurson yield model [17] was used to develop 
a failure effective plastic strain criterion as a function of the stress triaxiality, motivated by the 
work of Bao and Wierzbicki [5], due to lack of such experimental data for irradiated Zr-2.5Nb 
materials. 
Currently, no experimental data are available to indicate the magnitude of the failure 
effective plastic strain for irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials under such a very high stress triaxiality 
of about 1.766 ahead of the crack front.  However, with the selections of consistent 
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computational parameters such as the element size and the critical radial distance ahead of the 
crack front in all finite element analyses, the failure strain criterion with consideration of stress 
triaxiality used in Chapter 2 should provide reasonable qualitative and quantitative results on the 
effects of the strain concentration and stress triaxiality in the ligaments on the fracture initiation 
loads for CT specimens with split circumferential hydrides.  The research results in Chapter 2 
indicated that with a strain-based fracture criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality at a 
critical distance ahead of the main crack front in a full-sized CT specimen, only 60% to 70% of 
the fracture initiation load of an unhydrided irradiated CT specimen is needed to fracture a 
hydrided irradiated CT specimen with many randomly distributed split circumferential hydrides 
along the crack front. 
Within the context of fracture mechanics, the stress triaxiality ahead of a crack tip can be 
affected by the specimen geometries and applied loads.  Since the geometry and pressure loading 
for an axial crack in a pressure tube (PT) specimen of Scarth et al. [27] are different from those 
for a crack in a CT specimen, the crack-tip fields along the crack fronts can be different.  
Therefore, detailed analyses of the crack-tip fields along the axial crack front in PT specimens 
are needed to address the effects of loading and geometry.  With the use of the strain-based 
failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality obtained in Chapter 2, this investigation 
can effectively account for the fracture initiation for the different crack-tip fields along the crack 
fronts due to the different geometries and different types of loading conditions for an axial crack 
in a PT specimen under an applied internal pressure and a crack in a CT specimen under an 
applied load. 
In this investigation, the reduced fracture toughness associated with split circumferential 
hydrides at room temperature is examined by conducting three-dimensional finite element 
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analyses of PT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials without and with split circumferential 
hydrides.  The stress-strain relation used in this investigation is the same as that used for the 
earlier investigation of CT specimens in Chapter 2.  A three-dimensional finite element analysis 
of a PT specimen of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials without circumferential hydrides is first 
conducted with the submodeling strategy established in Sung et al. [39].  The computational 
results are used to examine the J-integral distributions along the crack front and the stress and 
strain states ahead of the axial crack front in the PT specimen.  The effects of the pressure 
loading and the tube curvature on the plastic zone shapes and sizes along the crack front from the 
inner tube surface to the outer tube surface will also be examined under the given pressure 
corresponding to the fracture toughness CK  obtained from the corresponding curved CT 
specimens.  Without using the criterion of the maximum J-integral along the crack front or the 
maximum opening stress at a critical distance ahead of the crack front, the critical location along 
the crack front is determined based on the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of 
stress triaxiality as established in Chapter 2.  The computational results of the PT specimen are 
then benchmarked with those of the CT specimen to determine the effects of different types of 
loading and geometries on the fracture initiation loads for the PT and CT specimens. 
Next, three-dimensional finite element analyses of PT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb 
materials with three pairs of split circumferential hydrides with various hydride heights and 
ligament thicknesses near three possible critical locations along the crack front for fracture 
initiation in the PT specimen are then conducted to examine the effective plastic strains and the 
stress triaxiality in the ligaments between the split circumferential hydrides.  Following the same 
strategy established in Chapter 2, the effects of the plastic strain concentration and stress 
triaxiality in the ligaments on the fracture initiation in the PT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb 
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materials with hydrides are examined and investigated.  Based on the strain-based failure 
criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the fracture initiation loads are determined for 
PT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with various heights and ligament thicknesses 
under the given internal pressure corresponding to the fracture toughness CK  obtained from the 
experimental results of curved compact tension specimens without hydride [37].  Finally, 
conclusions are made. 
 
3.2 Finite Element Models 
The geometry of the three-dimensional finite element models in this investigation is 
based on the geometry of the pressure tube (PT) specimens [27] obtained from removed 
irradiated pressure tubes.  Figure 3-1 shows a schematic of a PT specimen with an axial crack.  
The PT specimen has the length L2  of 500 mm, inner radius iR  of 52 mm, outer radius oR  of 56 
mm, and thickness T  of 4 mm.  The axial through-thickness crack with the length a2  of 55 mm 
is located in the middle of the specimen and parallel to the axial direction.  Due to the 
symmetries of the PT specimen, only a quarter of a PT specimen is considered for modeling.  In 
order to investigate the effects of split circumferential hydrides on the fracture behavior ahead of 
the front of the axial crack in a hydrided irradiated PT specimen, submodeling used in the earlier 
investigation of CT specimens [39] was also used in this investigation. 
Figure 3-2 shows the geometry of the global finite element model of a right upper quarter 
of a PT specimen for three-dimensional finite element analyses.  The global X , Y  and Z  
coordinates are also plotted in the figure.  The global X  coordinate is plotted along the axial 
direction for convenience of presentation in this figure and many figures presented later.  The 
global model was partitioned to four regions of different element sizes for efficient meshing and 
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computation.  The four regions of different element sizes are shown in Figures 3-3(a) and (b).  
The sizes and the numbers of elements for the four regions are listed in Table 3-1.  The X  
symmetry boundary condition was imposed on the left surface and the Y  symmetry boundary 
condition was imposed on the bottom surface of the quarter model, as shown in Figures 3-4(a) 
and (b).  Without using transitional elements, tie constraints were used to impose the 
displacement continuity between the regions of different element sizes, as shown in Figure 
3-4(b).  Collapsed elements with the size of 25 µm by 25 µm by 50 µm in the X , Y  and Z  
directions were placed adjacent to the crack front to induce the necessary singularity [39].  The 
collapsed elements are linear wedge elements degenerated from linear brick elements.  The 
overlapping crack-front nodes are untied and can move independently.  The total number of the 
elements for the global model is 314,680.  For better demonstration of computational results, two 
polar coordinate systems are introduced in Figures 3-5(a) and (b).  The R  coordinate system 
is defined on the axial cross-sectional planes of the pressure tube as shown in Figure 3-5(a) while 
the r  coordinate system is defined on the axial-circumferential planes near the crack front as 
shown in Figure 3-5(b). 
In order to study the effects of split circumferential hydrides with various hydride heights 
and ligament thicknesses on the fracture initiation in the PT specimens, several submodels were 
built with the same geometry in this investigation, as shown in Figure 3-6.  The size is defined as 
that of Region 4 of the global model, as shown in Figure 3-3(b), based on the size of the plastic 
zone from the elastic-plastic analysis of the global model [39].  In order to obtain accurate results 
using submodeling, the submodels should enclose the entire plastic zone through the thickness 
[39].  The submodels were also partitioned to three regions of different element sizes.  The 
partition of the regions of different element sizes on the YX   plane is shown in Figures 3-7(a) 
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and (b).  The sizes and the numbers of elements for the three regions are listed in Table 3-2.  
Region 3 of the submodels has two sizes of elements for better computational efficiency when 
split circumferential hydrides are considered.  The submodel boundaries, where the 
displacements are acquired from the analyses of the corresponding global model, and the Y  
symmetry boundary condition are also shown in Figures 3-8(a) and (b).  The right back surface, 
marked with “internal pressure”, is the inner surface with the applied internal pressure and the 
left side surface is the outer free surface of the submodels.  Tie constraints were used to impose 
the displacement continuity between different regions, as shown in Figure 3-8(b).  Due to the 
small size (5 µm by 5 µm by 5 µm) of the elements near the crack front, no collapsed element 
was needed in the submodels [39].  The total number of elements for each submodel is 987,840. 
Split circumferential hydrides are modeled by separating elements where the hydrides are 
located.  Three pairs of split circumferential hydrides are assumed to exist (a) where the largest 
crack opening stress occurs near 53R  mm, (b) where the earliest fracture initiation occurs near 
54R  mm with the failure criterion as the pressure increases and (c) where the largest J-
integral occurs near 55R  mm in the PT specimen ahead of the crack front, as shown in Figure 
3-9.  These three cases will be discussed later.  Since only a quarter of a PT specimen is 
considered in this study, only the upper half parts of split circumferential hydrides are modeled.  
The locations of the split circumferential hydrides with three different sizes of 425 µm by 50 µm, 
425 µm by 100 µm and 425 µm by 150 µm on the YX   plane are shown in Figures 3-10(a) to 
(c), respectively.  The hydride dimensions were selected based on the experimental observations 
of the split circumferential hydrides with the dimension in the axial direction larger than the 
dimensions in the other two directions [27,33].  Different ligament thicknesses between split 
circumferential hydrides considered in this investigation are 30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 µm.  
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These different ligament thicknesses are simulated by controlling the distance between the split 
circumferential hydrides of each pair. 
The irradiated Zr-2.5Nb material behavior used in the finite element analyses is the same 
as that in the investigation of the fracture initiation in CT specimens in Chapter 2.  The Young’s 
modulus is taken to be 102.1 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio is taken to be 0.4.  The plastic 
hardening curve is based on fitting the experimental results of transverse tensile tests by a three-
dimensional finite element analysis as shown in Figure A-3.  The plastic anisotropy of the Zr-
2.5Nb material is not considered in this investigation and will be considered in the future.  An 
internal pressure 0p  of 6.815 MPa is applied on the inner surface, which corresponds to the same 
CK  = 59.2 mMPa  [37] as that used for CT specimens in Chapter 2.  The detailed derivation 
is shown in Appendix E.  It should be noted that the pressure is not applied on the crack faces 
since an internal patch was used to seal the pressure tube in an actual burst test.  With the 
assumption of a closed pressure tube, a uniform tensile stress of 42.66 MPa is applied on the end 
surface to account for the axial stress due to the internal pressure.  The commercial finite element 
program ABAQUS was employed to perform the computations.  First-order three-dimensional 
elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) were used exclusively in this study since large local 
plastic strains are expected.  The option of the geometric nonlinearity is set to off in the elastic 
analyses and is turned on in the elastic-plastic analyses. 
 
3.3 Computational Results 
3.3.1. Pressure Tube Specimen without Split Circumferential Hydrides 
Based on the submodeling strategy established in [39], two conditions should be satisfied 
for appropriate sets of global models and submodels. First, the mechanical behaviors near the 
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crack front of the submodels should be similar to that of the global model.  Secondly, the size of 
submodels should enclose the entire plastic zones in all elastic-plastic analyses.  Figure 3-11 
shows the consistency of the distributions of the computational J-integrals in the thickness 
direction from the elastic analyses of the global model and the submodel without split 
circumferential hydrides under the internal pressure 0p  of 6.815 MPa corresponding to CK  = 
59.2 mMPa .  It should be mentioned that the computational results from ABAQUS for the 
11 annular volumes enclosing the crack front of interest (excluding the immediate one close to 
the crack front) for the J-integral have only the difference about 1%.  The horizontal axis R  
represents the location in the thickness direction of the PT specimen.  Due to the consistency of 
the two distributions of the J-integrals, the first condition is fulfilled.  As shown in Figure 3-11, 
the maximum value of the J-integral occurs close to the outer tube surface near 55R  mm, not 
in the middle of the tube thickness.  Fracture initiation can possibly occur at this location.   
Figure 3-12 shows the envelope of the three-dimensional plastic zone in the submodel 
from the elastic-plastic analysis.  The plastic zone is slightly larger than the fine mesh region of 
the submodel but is still enclosed in the submodel.  Slight discontinuities of the envelope surface 
of the plastic zone occur where the envelope surface crosses the interfaces between two regions 
with different mesh sizes.  Based on the discussions above, this set of the global model and 
submodel satisfies the two conditions and is adequate for the three-dimensional finite element 
analyses of the quarter PT specimen.  As shown in Figure 3-12, the largest plastic zone size is 
not located on the inner or outer tube surfaces.  Instead, the largest plastic zone size is located 
near the outer surface. 
The contours of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  on the 
crack plane ahead of the crack front are plotted in Figures 3-13 and 3-14, respectively.  The 
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radial distance r  is the distance from the crack front in the X  (axial) direction on the crack 
plane.  The range of interest of r  in this study is from 0r  µm to 125r  µm, as shown in 
Figures 3-13 and 3-14.  In order to clearly show the magnitudes of the stresses ahead of the crack 
front, the distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  are also 
plotted at different radial distance r ’s ahead of the crack front in the thickness direction in 
Figures 3-15 and 3-16, respectively.  As shown in Figures 3-15 and 3-16, the distributions of the 
opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  are quite consistent with those in 
Figures 2-14 and 2-15 in Chapter 2.  The largest opening stress   and the largest out-of-plane 
normal stress RR  occur at the radial distances of about 55r  µm and 50r  µm, respectively, 
in the middle but leaning to the inner surface of the PT specimen, not adjacent to the crack front.  
The largest opening stress   is quite close to the theoretical value of 3,356 MPa derived from 
the slip line theory for rigid perfectly plastic materials under plane strain conditions.  This means 
that the stress state near the middle portion of the crack front but close to the inner surface is 
close to that of the plane strain conditions under the given internal pressure.  With the hydride 
fracture stress of 750 MPa [28], the distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane 
normal stress RR  indicate that all radial hydrides ahead of the crack front will fracture, and 
circumferential hydrides ahead of the crack front split in the middle portion of specimen but they 
do not split near the inner and outer surfaces.  The size of the zone without split circumferential 
hydrides increases with the increasing radial distance r  from the crack front. 
Due to the complicated distributions of the stresses ahead of the crack front and the J-
integral along the crack front in the PT specimen, the location of the earliest fracture initiation is 
not necessary in the middle of the specimen.  In order to determine the location of the earliest 
fracture initiation, the same strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality 
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used in Chapter 2 is adopted in this investigation.  The failure effective plastic strain fp  as a 
function of the stress triaxiality   is plotted in Figure 2-24.  The failure criterion is obtained 
from the Gurson yield model with the experimental/computational results of transverse tensile 
tests, and the effective plastic strain of the critical material element ahead of the crack front in a 
CT specimen without hydride at fracture initiation.  The failure effective plastic strain fp  of 
0.634 for the critical material element under the average stress triaxiality of 0.603 in the 
transverse tensile specimen and the failure effective plastic strain fp  of 0.21 for the critical 
material element under the average stress triaxiality of 1.766 ahead of the crack front in the CT 
specimen without hydride are shown as symbols in Figure 2-24.  The strain-based failure 
criterion is fitted by a sixth-order polynomial function of the stress triaxiality   in Appendix C.  
The details for the development of the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress 
triaxiality based on the Gurson yield model and the work of Bao and Wierzbicki [5] are 
presented in Chapter 2. 
The stress triaxiality  is defined as 
e
m


   (3-1) 
where m  ( 3kk ) represents the hydrostatic tension, and e  ( 23 ijij  ) is the tensile 
effective stress which is based on the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor ij   (
3ijkkij   ).  When the stress triaxiality   is large, the ductile fracture process is governed 
by void nucleation, growth and coalescence, and the failure effective plastic strain fp  decreases 
with increasing stress triaxiality   [5].  In order to account for the effect of changing stress 

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triaxiality   during the deformation history for a material element of interest, an average stress 
triaxiality   proposed by Bao and Wierzbicki [5] is adopted here as 
pf
p
d
f
p




 0
1
 (3-2) 
Here, fp  represents the failure effective plastic strain. 
Figure 3-17(a) shows the effective plastic strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  (for the average stress triaxiality  ) plotted as functions of the radial coordinate ranging 
from 52R  mm to 56R  mm at the radial distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front of 
the PT specimen without split circumferential hydrides under the given internal pressure 0p  of 
6.815 MPa corresponding to CK  = 59.2 mMPa .  The location of the earliest fracture 
initiation is where the effective plastic strain p  is closest to the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p , which is at 7.53R  mm.  Figure 3-17(b) shows the difference between the effective plastic 
strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  from 53R  mm to 55R  mm where the 
difference is relatively small.  As shown in the figure, the minimum difference of 1.36% occurs 
at the radial distance of 15r  µm and 7.53R  mm. 
Figure 3-18 shows the histories of the effective plastic strain p  and the failure effective 
plastic strain fp  at the radial distance of 15r  µm and 7.53R  mm near the end of the 
application of the normalized internal pressure 0/ pp  for a PT specimen without hydride.  In the 
figure, the dashed red and blue lines represent the anticipated histories of fp  and p , 
respectively, when the normalized internal pressure 0/ pp  is larger than 1.0.  As shown in Figure 
3-18, additional 3% of the given internal pressure is needed for the effective plastic strain p  to 
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reach the failure effective plastic strain fp .  The results indicate that with the same strain-based 
failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the CT specimen fails and the PT 
specimen almost fails under the same CK  = 59.2 mMPa .  It should be mentioned that the 
present strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality is used to account for 
the constraint effects ahead the crack front for different CT and PT specimen geometries and 
their different types of loading. 
Figure 3-19 shows the effective plastic strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm and 54R  mm, which is in the middle of the thickness 
of the PT specimen.  As shown in the figure, the trends of the effective plastic strain p  and the 
failure effective plastic strain fp  are very similar to those at 7.53R  mm.  Also, additional 3% 
of the given internal pressure is needed for the effective plastic strain p  to reach the failure 
effective plastic strain fp .  In the later investigation of the PT specimen with split 
circumferential hydrides, the location at 54R  mm is chosen to represent the location of the 
earliest fracture initiation in the thickness direction. 
 
3.3.2. Pressure Tube Specimen with Split Circumferential Hydrides 
Three pairs of split circumferential hydrides with various heights and ligament 
thicknesses ahead of the crack fronts are considered at 53R  mm, 54 mm and 55 mm, as 
schematically shown in Figure 3-9.  As discussed earlier, 53R  mm represents the location of 
the maximum opening stress ahead of the crack front, 54R  mm represents the location where 
the earliest fracture initiation occurs with the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of 
stress triaxiality, and 55R  mm represents the location of the largest J-integral along the crack 
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front.  In this paper, the computational results for 54R  mm will be first presented and the 
computational results for 53R  mm and 55R  mm will be briefly discussed later. 
For the pair of split circumferential hydrides with various heights and ligament 
thicknesses ahead of the crack front near the location of 54R  mm, the deformed meshes with 
the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the finite elements marked in colors for the 
radial-circumferential ( YZ   or R ) plane near 54R  mm at the radial distance 15r  µm 
ahead of the crack front under 60 percent of the applied internal pressure 0p  of 6.815 MPa are 
shown in Figures 3-20 to 3-22.  Note that the radial distance of interest of 15r  µm is three 
elements away from the crack front, which is consistent with that in the earlier investigation of 
CT specimens in Chapter 2.  For convenient discussions of the computational results, the 
ligament thickness ratio   is defined as 
h
t
  (3-3) 
where t  represents the ligament thickness and h  represents the hydride height.  Figures 3-20(a) 
to (e) show the deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the PT 
specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 50 µm and the ligament 
thicknesses of 30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 µm, respectively.  In the figures, only the finite 
elements with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  larger than 6.5% are marked in 
color.  In Figure 3-20, the red color represents the regions where the effective plastic strain is 
larger than 20% while the white color represents the regions where the effective plastic strain is 
less than 6.5%.  With the same designations of colors for the effective plastic strains for the finite 
elements, Figures 3-21 and 3-22 show the deformed meshes of the PT specimens with hydrides 
with the heights of 100 µm and 150 µm, respectively.  In Figures 3-20 to 3-22, the inner tube 
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surface is on the left side of the figures and the outer tube surface is on the right side of the 
figures. 
In the earlier investigation of CT specimens in Chapter 2, three types of strain 
concentration were identified and discussed.  In this investigation, the same three types of strain 
concentration can also be identified in Figures 3-20 to 3-22.  The type of strain concentration can 
be determined by the ligament thickness ratio  .  For small ligament thickness ratios with 1 , 
strain concentration occurs in the middle of the ligament and then shear localization emanates 
from it, as shown in Figures 3-20(a) to (b), Figures 3-21(a) to (c) and Figures 3-22(a) to (d).  For 
the cases of the ligament thickness t  comparable to the hydride height h  with 21  , shear 
localization also emanates from the tip of the split circumferential hydride at the angle slightly 
smaller than 45 degrees with respect to the radial-axial plane in addition to the strain 
concentration in the middle of the ligament.  Two types of shear localization emanate from 
different sources and then connect with each other to cross the entire ligament, as shown in 
Figure 3-20(c), Figures 3-21(d) to (e) and Figure 3-22(e).  For large ligament thickness ratios 
with 2 , shear localization emanates from the tip of the split circumferential hydride at the 
angle slightly smaller than 45 degrees with respect to the radial-axial plane but ends near the split 
circumferential hydride, as shown in Figures 3-20(d) to (e).  Since the general trends of different 
types of strain localization for different thickness ratios are exactly the same as those in Chapter 
2, the same conclusion can be drawn that the strain concentration with 2  can be assumed to 
be pronounced in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube based on the experimental 
observations of ligament thicknesses and heights of split hydrides as reported in [21].  It should 
be noted that for the ligament thickness ratio with 3  in Figures 3-20(d), the strain 
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concentration in the middle of the ligament is also moderate.  As shown in Figures 3-20 to 3-22, 
the strain distributions show slight asymmetry for the PT specimens. 
In order to consider the effect of strain concentration on the ductile fracture of ligaments, 
the same strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality used in Chapter 2 is 
considered.  For a material element of interest ahead of the crack front, an average stress 
triaxiality   can be determined during the deformation history.  The failure effective plastic 
strain fp  for the material element of interest can then be determined based on the same 
relationship between the failure effective plastic strain fp  and the average stress triaxiality   as 
shown in Figure 2-24.  The histories of the effective plastic strains p  at the radial distance of 
15r  µm ahead of the crack front at 54R  mm of a PT specimen without hydride and PT 
specimens with hydrides with the heights of 50, 100 and 150 µm and different ligament 
thicknesses are plotted as functions of the normalized internal pressure 0/ pp  with 0p  = 6.815 
MPa in Figures 3-23 to 3-25, respectively.  The values of the failure effective plastic strain fp  
are marked by the crosses with the corresponding colors in the figures.  In these figures, the 
material elements in the middle of ligaments at the radial distance of 15r  µm ahead of the 
crack front at 54R  mm in PT specimens with hydrides with various heights and ligament 
thicknesses will achieve the failure effective plastic strain fp  earlier than the one without 
hydride due to different types of strain concentration as discussed earlier. 
Based on the values of the failure effective plastic strain fp  for the cases with 3  as 
marked in Figures 3-23 to 3-25, the necessary fraction of the internal pressure for fracture 
initiation to reach the values of the failure effective plastic strain fp  decreases to 0.60 to 0.70.  
For the cases with 3 , the necessary fraction of the internal pressure for fracture initiation to 
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reach the failure effective plastic strain fp  is between 0.70 to 1.00, depending on the value of 
the ligament thickness ratio  .  It should be mentioned again that the values of the ligament 
thickness ratio   are commonly no larger than 3 in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube 
as explained in Chapter 2.  As shown in Figures 3-23 to 3-25, the computational results can be 
used to explain the near 35% reduction of the CK  at room temperature obtained from hydrided 
irradiated pressure tube specimens when compared with that from unhydrided irradiated ones as 
observed in [37]. 
Finally, the computational results for 53R  mm and 55R  mm are very similar to 
those for 54R  mm presented in Figures 3-20 to 3-25.  In general, for a given normalized 
internal pressure 0/ pp , the values of the effective plastic strain p  at the location of 15r  µm 
ahead of the crack front at 53R  mm and 55R  mm are just slightly lower than those at 
54R  mm for the hydride heights of 50 µm, 100 µm and 150 µm and various ligament 
thicknesses.  This general trend indicates that the necessary fraction of the internal pressure for 
fracture initiation due to the pairs of the split circumferential hydrides at 53R  mm and 55R  
mm is just slightly higher than 0.60 to 0.70 as discussed earlier for 54R  mm.  The 
computational results are consistent with the results shown in Figure 3-17 where the effective 
plastic strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  at 53R  mm and 55R  mm are 
very close to each other as those for 54R  mm. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
In this investigation, simulations of pressure tube (PT) specimens without and with split 
circumferential hydrides were conducted with a quarter finite element model using the 
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submodeling technique.  For a PT specimen without split circumferential hydrides, the 
computational results first show that the maximum J-integral occurs not in the middle of the 
crack front but at about one quarter of the tube thickness from the outer tube surface.  The 
distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  on the crack 
plane ahead of the crack front are then obtained.  The distributions show that the largest opening 
stress   and the largest out-of-plane normal stress RR  occur at the radial distances of about 
55r  µm and 50r  µm, respectively, not adjacent to the crack front, under the given internal 
pressure at about one quarter of the tube thickness from the inner tube surface.  The largest 
opening stress   is quite close to the theoretical value derived from the slip line theory for 
rigid perfectly plastic materials under plane strain conditions.  This means that the stress state 
near about one quarter thickness from the inner surface along the crack front is close to that of 
plane strain conditions under the given internal pressure.  With the hydride fracture stress of 750 
MPa, the distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  show 
that all radial hydrides ahead of the crack front will fracture, and circumferential hydrides ahead 
of the crack front split in the middle portion of specimen but they do not split near the inner and 
outer surfaces.  The sizes of the zones without split circumferential hydrides increase with the 
increasing radial distance r  from the crack front. 
With the same strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality in 
Chapter 2, the location of the earliest fracture initiation in the thickness direction can be 
determined to be at 7.53R  mm near the middle of the crack front.  Under the same CK , the 
CT specimen fails and the PT specimen almost fails, respectively, based on the same strain-based 
failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality.  It should be mentioned that the present 
strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality can be used to account for the 
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three-dimensional effects on the fracture initiation along the crack fronts in different specimen 
geometries and different types of loading. 
For PT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with various heights and ligament 
thicknesses near the middle of the crack front, strain concentration is observed in the middle of 
the ligament when the ratio of the ligament thickness to the hydride height is less than 3.  With a 
strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the necessary fraction of the 
internal pressure for fracture initiation is about 0.60 to 0.70 to fracture the ligaments with low 
plastic work or energy types of strain concentration.  The results suggest that low plastic work or 
energy types of strain concentration in ligaments are pronounced in a hydrided irradiated Zr-
2.5Nb pressure tube.  The computational results suggest that only 60% to 70% of the internal 
pressure for fracture initiation of an unhydrided irradiated PT specimen is needed to fracture a 
hydrided irradiated PT specimen with many randomly distributed split circumferential hydrides 
near the crack front.  The computational results can be used to explain the near 35% reduction of 
the CK  at room temperature obtained from hydrided irradiated pressure tube specimens when 
compared with that from unhydrided irradiated ones. 
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Table 3-1. Sizes and numbers of elements for the four regions of the three-dimensional global 
finite element model 
 
Region of 
global model 
Element size in X  (axial),   
(circumferential) and R  
(radial) directions (µm) 
Number of 
elements 
Region 1 1000x1000x1000 169,880 
Region 2 500x500x500 5,920 
Region 3 100x100x100 48,800 
Region 4 50x50x50 90,080 
 
 
 
Table 3-2. Sizes and numbers of elements for the three regions of the three-dimensional 
submodels 
 
Region of 
submodel 
Element size in X  (axial),   
(circumferential) and R  
(radial) directions (µm) 
Number of 
elements 
Region 1 50x50x50 71,360 
Region 2 25x25x25 132,480 
Region 3 5x5x5, 25x5x5 784,000 
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Figure 3-1. A schematic of a pressure tube (PT) specimen with an axial crack 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2. The geometry of the three-dimensional global finite element model of a quarter of a 
PT specimen 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3-3. Partition of regions of different element sizes (a) in a three-dimensional view and (b) 
on the YX   plane of the global model. 
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Figure 3-4. Boundary and constraint conditions of the three-dimensional global finite element 
model. 
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(a) 
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Figure 3-5. (a) The R  coordinate system on the axial cross-sectional planes of the pressure 
tube and (b) the r  coordinate system on the axial-circumferential planes near the crack front. 
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Figure 3-6. Geometry of the submodels of a quarter of a PT specimen. 
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Figure 3-7. Partition of the regions of different element sizes on the YX   plane of the 
submodels. 
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Figure 3-8. Boundary and constraint conditions of the three-dimensional submodels 
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Figure 3-9. The locations of three pairs of split circumferential hydrides at 53R  mm, 54R  
mm and 55R  mm on the axial cross-sectional plane in the submodels. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 3-10. The locations and the sizes of split circumferential hydrides with the heights of (a) 
50 µm, (b) 100 µm, and (c) 150 µm on the YX   plane in the submodels. 
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Figure 3-11. The distributions of the computational J-integrals of the global model and the 
submodel without split circumferential hydrides 
 
 
 
Figure 3-12. The envelope surface of the three-dimensional plastic zone of the submodel without 
split circumferential hydrides  
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Figure 3-13. The contours of the opening stresses   on the crack plane ahead of the crack 
front 
 
 
 
Figure 3-14. The contours of the out-of-plane normal stresses RR  on the crack plane ahead of 
the crack front 
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Figure 3-15. The distributions of the opening stresses   at different r ’s in the thickness ( R ) 
direction ahead of the crack front. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-16. The distributions of the out-of-plane normal stresses RR  at different r ’s in the 
thickness ( R ) direction ahead of the crack front. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3-17. (a) The distributions and (b) the difference of the effective plastic strain p  and the 
failure effective plastic strain fp  in the thickness ( R ) direction at the radial distance of 15r  
µm ahead of the crack front under the given internal pressure 0p . 
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Figure 3-18. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm and 7.53R  mm near the end of the application of the 
normalized internal pressure 0/ pp  for a PT specimen without hydride. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-19. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm and 54R  mm near the end of the application of the 
normalized internal pressure 0/ pp  for a PT specimen without hydride. 
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Figure 3-20. The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the 
finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential plane near 54R  mm at the 
radial distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front for the PT specimens with hydrides with the 
height of 50 µm under 60 percent of the applied internal pressure of 6.815 MPa. The ligament 
thicknesses are (a) 30 µm, (b) 50 µm, (c) 100 µm, (d) 150 µm, and (e) 200 µm. 
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Figure 3-21. The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the 
finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential plane 54R  mm at the radial 
distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front for the PT specimens with hydrides with the height 
of 100 µm under 60 percent of the applied internal pressure of 6.815 MPa. The ligament 
thicknesses are (a) 30 µm, (b) 50 µm, (c) 100 µm, (d) 150 µm, and (e) 200 µm. 
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Figure 3-22. The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the 
finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential plane near 54R  mm at the 
radial distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front for the PT specimens with hydrides with the 
height of 150 µm under 60 percent of the applied internal pressure of 6.815 MPa. The ligament 
thicknesses are (a) 30 µm, (b) 50 µm, (c) 100 µm, (d) 150 µm, and (e) 200 µm. 
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Figure 3-23. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
plotted as functions of the normalized internal pressure 0/ pp  for a PT specimen without hydride 
and PT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 50 µm and different 
ligament thicknesses. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-24. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
plotted as functions of the normalized internal pressure 0/ pp  for a PT specimen without hydride 
and PT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 100 µm and different 
ligament thicknesses. 
δ ≤ 3
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Figure 3-25. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
plotted as functions of the normalized internal pressure 0/ pp  for a PT specimen without hydride 
and PT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 150 µm and different 
ligament thicknesses. 
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Chapter 4 Effects of Curvature on Ductile Fracture Initiation in Curved Compact Tension 
Specimens of Hydrided Irradiated Zr-2.5Nb Materials with Split Circumferential Hydrides 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Fracture toughness values of Zr-2.5Nb are needed for leak-before-break analyses of Zr-
2.5Nb pressure tubes in CANDU (CANada Deuterium Uranium) reactors.  Practically, the 
fracture toughness values of Zr-2.5Nb are usually determined by nonstandard curved compact 
tension (CCT) specimens, machined directly from pressure tubes.  The fracture toughness values 
obtained from CCT specimens should be examined to show that the fracture toughness values 
obtained from CCT specimens can be used to predict the fracture of pressure tube (PT) 
specimens.  Davies and Shewfelt [13] examined the crack growth resistance (J-R) curves for 
CCT and PT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb at 250°C with different concentrations of 
chlorine, which gave different fracture toughness values.  The experimental results showed that 
the J-R curves are different for the CCT and PT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb at 250°C with 
a high concentration of chlorine, which gave low and intermediate fracture toughness, while the 
J-R curves are close to each other for both CCT and PT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb at 
250°C with a low concentration of chlorine, which gave high fracture toughness.  However, the 
fracture toughness values of PT specimens are significantly larger than those of CCT specimens 
at 250°C in all cases.  St Lawrence [37] also showed that the similar trend of fracture toughness 
values of CCT and PT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb at 250°C.  However, the experimental 
results of the fracture toughness values at room temperature are quite consistent, and the fracture 
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toughness values of PT specimens are only about 10 % larger than those of CCT specimens of 
irradiated Zr-2.5Nb. 
In Chapters 2 and 3, the reduced fracture toughness associated with split circumferential 
hydrides at room temperature was examined by conducting three-dimensional finite element 
analyses of compact tension (CT) and PT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials without 
and with split circumferential hydrides.  In Chapter 2, the author proposed a strain-based failure 
criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, which can be used to account for the three-
dimensional effects on the fracture initiation along the crack fronts in different specimen 
geometries and different types of loading.  The proposed strain-based failure criterion can be 
used to explain the near 35% reduction of the fracture toughness CK  at room temperature 
obtained from hydrided irradiated CT and PT specimens when compared with that from 
unhydrided irradiated ones.  However, in Chapters 2 and 3, the load or the internal pressure 
applied to the CT or PT specimens were calculated based on the same experimental fracture 
toughness CK  obtained from unhydrided irradiated CCT specimens [37].  A direct comparison 
of the fracture initiation in CT and CCT specimens based on the strain-based failure criterion 
with consideration of stress triaxiality has not been examined in Chapters 2 and 3 and will be 
examined here. 
Chow and Simpson [9] experimentally examined the validity of using the nonstandard 
CCT specimens to determine the fracture toughness.  They demonstrated that the values of 
fracture parameters (initiation toughness, initial tearing modulus and critical crack length) of 
flattened CT and CCT specimens of unirradiated Zr-2.5Nb were almost identical.  They also 
showed that the front of the stable crack is nearly symmetric in the thickness direction of the 
CCT specimen.  The nearly symmetric crack front profile indicated that the curvature did not 
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affect the fracture behavior along the crack front significantly in the CCT specimen.  A simple 
elastic bending stress analysis was also presented to examine the effects of the curvature in 
Chow and Simpson [9].  The results of the elastic analysis indicated the curvature effects on the 
stress fields are not significant.  However, they did not consider the singularities of the stresses 
and strains along the crack front, the constraint conditions such as the free surface effect and the 
possible reaction moments on the pin-holes from the loading pins due to the curvature.  They did 
not perform finite element analyses to validate the results of their elastic bending stress analysis 
along the thickness direction. 
In this chapter, a three-dimensional finite element analysis of a CCT specimen of 
irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials without hydrides is first conducted with the submodeling strategy 
established in Sung et al. [39].  The elastic plastic stress-strain relation with a perfectly plastic 
behavior at large plastic strains used in this investigation is the same as that used for the earlier 
investigations of CT and PT specimens in Chapters 2 and 3.  The computational results are used 
to examine the effects of the curvature on the J-integral distributions along the crack front, and 
the stress and strain states ahead of the crack front in the CCT specimen.  The effects of the 
curvature on the plastic zone shapes and sizes along the crack front in the CCT specimen will 
also be examined for completeness.  The critical location along the crack front is determined 
based on the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality as established in 
Chapter 2.  The computational results of the CCT specimen are then benchmarked with those of 
the CT specimen to investigate the effects of the curvature on the fracture initiation loads for the 
CCT specimens. 
Next, three-dimensional finite element analyses of CCT specimens of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb 
materials with a pair of split circumferential hydrides with various hydride heights and ligament 
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thicknesses near the critical location along the crack front are then conducted to examine the 
effective plastic strains and the stress triaxiality in the ligaments between the split 
circumferential hydrides to determine the fracture initiation loads or fracture toughness values.  
Following the same strategy established in Chapter 2 with the strain-based failure criterion with 
consideration of stress triaxiality, the effects of the plastic strain concentration and stress 
triaxiality in the ligaments on the fracture initiation loads in the CCT specimens of irradiated Zr-
2.5Nb materials with hydrides are examined and investigated.  Based on the strain-based failure 
criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the fracture initiation loads are determined for 
CCT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with various heights and ligament 
thicknesses under the applied load corresponding to the fracture toughness CK  [37], which is the 
same as that used for CT and PT specimens.  Finally, some conclusions are made. 
 
4.2 Finite Element Models 
The geometry of the three-dimensional finite element models in this study is based on the 
geometry of the curved compact tension (CCT) specimens [12] machined from irradiated 
pressured tubes.  The irradiated pressured tube considered here has the inner radius of 51.9 mm 
and the outer radius of 56.1 mm, which is slightly thicker than that used in the earlier 
investigation of PT specimens in Chapter 3.  Figure 4-1(a) shows a schematic view of a CCT 
specimen without hydrides.  The specimen has the thickness of 4.2 mm and the width of 17 mm.  
The total crack length is 8.75 mm including the fatigue crack length of 2 mm.  Figure 4-1(b) 
shows a schematic view of a CCT specimen with circumferential hydrides. The left figure in 
Figure 4-1(b) schematically shows a side view of the CCT specimen with a rectangular 
circumferential hydride.  The right figure in Figure 4-1(b) schematically shows a front view of 
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the CCT specimen with a pair of circumferential hydrides.  The circumferential hydrides are 
assumed to have already split so that the split circumferential hydrides are considered as 
transverse cracks.  Due to the symmetry of the CCT specimen, only the upper half of a CCT 
specimen was modeled.  In order to investigate the effects of split circumferential hydrides on 
the fracture behavior ahead of the front of a crack in a hydrided irradiated CCT specimen, 
submodeling strategy established in the earlier investigation of CT specimens [39] was used in 
this investigation.   
In this investigation, finite element models were built based on the flat finite element 
models used for modeling a CT specimen without the curvature in Chapter 2.  The additional 
nodal translation in the Z  direction was performed to generate the required curvature.  Figure 
4-2 shows the geometry and the mesh of the global finite element model of the upper half of a 
CCT specimen for three-dimensional finite element analyses.  The global X , Y  and Z  
coordinates are also plotted in the figure.  The Y  symmetry boundary condition was imposed on 
the bottom surface of the model, as shown in Figure 4-3.  For convenient presentation of the 
computational results, a polar coordinate system is introduced in Figure 4-3.  The R  
coordinate system is defined on the axial cross-sectional planes of the original pressure tube.  
The inner surface is set at 51.9R   mm and the outer surface is set at 56.1R   mm. The details 
of the mesh design were already presented in Chapter 2 and will not be repeated here.  The total 
number of the elements for the global model is 227,526.  In order to study the effects of split 
circumferential hydrides with various hydride heights and ligament thicknesses on the fracture 
initiation in the CCT specimens, several submodels were built with the same geometry.  The 
geometry and the mesh of a submodel are shown in Figure 4-4.  The submodel boundaries, 
where the displacements are acquired from the analyses of the corresponding global model, and 
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the Y  symmetry boundary condition are also shown in Figure 4-5.  The determination of the size 
of submodels and the details of the mesh design were already discussed in Chapter 2 and will not 
be repeated here.  The total number of elements for each submodel is 1,048,404. 
Split circumferential hydrides are modeled by separating elements where the hydrides are 
located.  A pair of split circumferential hydrides are assumed to be located where the earliest 
fracture initiation occurs near 1.53R  mm based on the failure criterion defined in Chapter 2.  
The determination of the fracture initiation location will be discussed later in this paper.  Since 
only a half of a CCT specimen is considered in this study, only the upper halves of split 
circumferential hydrides are modeled.  The locations of the split circumferential hydrides with 
three different sizes of 425 µm by 50 µm, 425 µm by 100 µm and 425 µm by 150 µm on the 
YX   plane are shown in Figures 4-6(a), (b) and (c), respectively.  The hydride dimensions 
were selected based on the experimental observations of the circumferential hydrides with the 
dimension in the axial direction larger than the dimensions in the other two directions [27,33].  
Different ligament thicknesses between split circumferential hydrides considered in this 
investigation are 30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 µm.  These different ligament thicknesses are 
simulated by controlling the distance between two split circumferential hydrides. 
The irradiated Zr-2.5Nb material behavior used in this investigation is the same as that 
for CT and PT specimens in Chapters 2 and 3.  The Young’s modulus is taken to be 102.1 GPa 
and the Poisson’s ratio is taken to be 0.4.  The plastic hardening curve is based on fitting the 
experimental results of transverse tensile tests at room temperature by a three-dimensional finite 
element analysis as shown in Figure A-3.  As show in Figure A-3, the plastic strain appears at the 
yield stress of 1,095 MPa and the material has some hardening at small plastic strain.  When the 
plastic strain is large, the material behaves as perfectly plastic material with the maximum true 
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stress of 1,129 MPa.  The plastic anisotropy of the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb material is not considered 
in this investigation and will be considered in the future.  A load 0P  of 3,206 N is applied, which 
corresponds to CK  = 59.2 mMPa  [37] based on the ASME E399 [4].  The same value of CK  
was also used for CT and PT specimens in Chapters 2 and 3.  The commercial finite element 
program ABAQUS was employed to perform the computations.  First-order three-dimensional 
elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) were used exclusively in this study.  The option of 
the geometric nonlinearity is set to off in the elastic analyses and is turned on in the elastic-
plastic analyses. 
 
4.3 Computational Results 
4.3.1. Curved Compact Tension Specimen without hydrides 
In Chapter 2, the author has already indicated that the set of the global model and 
submodel is adequate for the three-dimensional finite element analyses of the quarter CT 
specimen under the similar loading conditions.  Due to the existence of the curvature, the set of 
the global model and submodel of the half CCT specimen should be examined again based on 
the submodeling strategy established in [39].  Figure 4-7 shows the consistency of the 
distributions of the computational J-integrals in the thickness direction from the elastic analyses 
of the global model and the submodel without hydrides under the applied load 0P  of 3,206 N.  
The horizontal axis R  represents the location of the crack front in the thickness direction of the 
CCT specimen.  As shown in Figure 4-7, the maximum value of the J-integral occurs close to the 
inner surface near 1.53R  mm, not in the middle of the specimen thickness.  Figure 4-8 shows 
the envelope surface of the three-dimensional plastic zone in the submodel from the elastic-
plastic analysis.  The plastic zone is enclosed in the fine mesh region of the submodel.  Slight 
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discontinuities of the envelope surface of the plastic zone occur where the envelope surface 
crosses the interfaces between two regions with different mesh sizes.  Based on the discussions 
above, this set of the global model and submodel is also adequate for the three-dimensional finite 
element analyses of the half CCT specimen [39].  As shown in Figure 4-8, the largest plastic 
zone size on the axial-circumferential plane is not located on the inner or outer surface.  Instead, 
the largest plastic zone size is located near the inner surface. 
The effect of the curvature is first investigated with the results of the elastic 
computational analyses.  Figure 4-9(a) shows a comparison of the distributions of the 
computational J-integrals of the CT and CCT specimens without hydrides under the same load 
0P .  Near the middle of the specimens, the values of J-integrals of the CT and CCT specimens 
are quite consistent.  However, due to the curvature, the distribution of the J-integral of the CCT 
specimen is asymmetric.  The J-integral is higher in the inner half part and lower in the outer half 
part when compared to those of the CT specimen.  In addition, the percentage of the difference 
of the maximum J-integrals is 3.97%.  For completeness, the distributions of the mode I stress 
intensity factor IK  solutions along the crack front in the CT and CCT specimens are also plotted 
in Figure 4-9(b).  As shown in the figure, the distributions of the IK  solutions are quite similar to 
those of the J-integrals with smaller values near the free surfaces.  The percentage of the 
difference of the maximum IK  solutions is 1.97%.  It should be mentioned that the elastic beam 
analysis of Chow and Simpson [9] indicated that the bending stress of CCT specimens can be 
6.9% larger than that of CT specimens.  Figures 4-10(a) and (b) show the differences of the J-
integrals and IK  solutions, respectively, of the CCT and CT specimens without hydrides.  The 
maximum differences are both located close to the inner surface.  The nearly anti-symmetric 
difference indicates that an extra moment works on the crack plane ahead of the crack front, and 
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the extra moment is in the positive X  (axial) direction, as shown in Figure 4-2.  In addition, the 
action line of the extra resultant moment is not exactly located at the middle of the thickness (2.1 
mm from the inner surface) but slightly closer to the outer surface (2.2 mm from the inner 
surface).  Therefore, the effect of the curvature on J-integrals is slightly larger for the inner half 
part than the outer half part, as shown in Figure 4-10, from the viewpoint of the beam or plate 
bending theory. 
The effect of the curvature is then investigated with the results of the elastic-plastic 
computational analyses.  Figures 4-11 and 4-12 shows the contours of the opening stress   
and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  on the crack plane ahead of the crack front, respectively, 
from the computational elastic-plastic analyses.  The magnitudes and locations of the maximum 
  and RR  have also been marked in the figures.  The radial distance r  is the distance from 
the crack front in the X  (axial) direction on the crack plane.  The range of interest of r  in this 
study is from 0r  µm to 125r  µm.  As shown in Figures 4-11 and 4-12, the contours closer 
to the inner surface advance more in the X  direction due to the curvature.  The largest opening 
stress   and the largest out-of-plane normal stress RR  occur at the radial distances of about 
60r  µm and 50r  µm, respectively, and near the middle of the CCT specimen, which are 
very similar to those for the CT specimen in Chapter 2.  This indicates that the magnitudes and 
locations of the largest opening stress   and the largest out-of-plane normal stress RR  are not 
affected significantly by the curvature from the elastic-plastic computational analysis. 
In order to clearly show the magnitudes of the stresses ahead of the crack front, the 
distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  are also plotted at 
different radial distance r ’s ahead of the crack front in the thickness direction in Figures 4-13 
and 4-14, respectively.  The opening stress   at 60r  µm ranging from 5.52R  mm to 
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55R  mm is quite close to the theoretical value of 3,351 MPa derived from the slip line theory 
for rigid perfectly plastic materials under plane strain conditions.  For this case, the maximum 
stress of 1,129 MPa in Figure A-3 is taken as the yield stress of the perfectly plastic materials.  
The maximum opening stress is equal to 1,129 MPa times  2 3  [26].  This gives the 
maximum opening stress equal to 3,351 MPa.  This means that the stress state near the middle 
portion of the crack front is close to that of the plane strain conditions under the applied load.  
With the hydride fracture stress of 750 MPa [28] plotted as dash lines in Figures 4-13 and 4-14, 
the distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  indicate that 
all radial hydrides ahead of the crack front will fracture, and circumferential hydrides ahead of 
the crack front will split in the middle portion of specimen but they will not split near the inner 
and outer surfaces.  The size of the zone without split circumferential hydrides increases with the 
increasing radial distance r  from the crack front.  The same phenomenon can also be observed 
in the corresponding micrograph of St Lawrence [36] as discussed in Chapter 2. 
Due to the complicated distributions of the stresses ahead of the crack front and the J-
integral along the crack front in the CCT specimen, the location of the earliest fracture initiation 
is not necessary in the middle of the specimen.  In order to determine the location of the earliest 
fracture initiation, the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality used in 
Chapters 2 and 3 is adopted in this investigation.  The failure effective plastic strain fp  as a 
function of the stress triaxiality   is plotted in Figure 2-24.  The details for the development of 
the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality based on the Gurson yield 
model and the work of Bao and Wierzbicki [5] are presented in Chapter 2.  Only some necessary 
information will be repeated here for completeness.  The stress triaxiality   is defined as 
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e
m


   (4-1) 
where m  ( 3kk ) represents the hydrostatic tension, and e  ( 23 ijij  ) is the tensile 
effective stress which is based on the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor ij   (
3ijkkij   ).  In order to account for the effect of changing stress triaxiality   during the 
deformation history for a material element of interest, the Gurson model approach or the average 
stress triaxiality approach of Bao and Wierzbicki [5] should be considered.  In Chapter 2, the 
author has shown that the results of the Gurson model approach and the average stress triaxiality 
approach [5] are consistent with each other to correlate to the fracture initiation in CT specimens 
without hydrides.  In this investigation, the average stress triaxiality approach is adopted for 
efficient post-processing. 
The average stress triaxiality   proposed in [5] is defined as 
pf
p
d
f
p




 0
1
 (4-2) 
Here, fp  represents the failure effective plastic strain.  Figure 4-15(a) shows the effective plastic 
strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  (based on the average stress triaxiality  ) 
plotted as functions of the distance to the inner surface ranging from 0 mm to 4.2 mm at the 
radial distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front in the CT and CCT specimens without 
hydrides under the applied load 0P  of 3,206 N corresponding to CK  = 59.2 mMPa .  For the 
CCT specimen, the effective plastic strain p  is already larger than the failure effective plastic 
strain fp  in the range of 0.5 mm to 2 mm in Figure 4-15(a).  That means the CCT specimen fails 
before the applied load 0P  reaches 3,206 N.  For the CT specimen, the effective plastic strain p  
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and the failure effective plastic strain fp  are not equal to each other but have a small difference 
in the middle of the CT specimen, as shown in Figure 4-15(a).  The small difference comes from 
that the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality was fitted based on 
the Gurson model approach in Chapter 2.  However, the average stress triaxiality approach is 
adopted in this investigation for calculating the failure effective plastic strain fp  for efficient 
post-processing.  Figure 4-15(b) clearly shows the differences between the effective plastic strain 
p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  ranging from 0.5 mm to 3.5 mm where the 
differences are relatively small.  As shown in the figure, the minimum difference of -0.7% for 
the CCT specimen occurs at the radial distance of 15r  µm and 1.53R  mm.  Due to the 
different methods between fitting and applying the failure criteria, the minimum difference of 
0.4% for the CT specimen occurs at the radial distance of 15r  µm and the middle of thickness.  
Both minimum differences are small. 
In order to further quantify these small differences, the histories of the effective plastic 
strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm and 
1.53R  mm near the end of the application of the normalized load 0/ PP  for a CCT specimen 
without hydrides was first plotted in Figure 4-16.  As shown in Figure 4-16, only 98.7% of the 
applied load 0P  is enough for the effective plastic strain p  to reach the failure effective plastic 
strain fp .  Figure 4-17 shows the histories of the effective plastic strain p  and the failure 
effective plastic strain fp  at the radial distance of 15r  µm and the middle of thickness for a 
CT specimen without hydrides.  Figure 4-17, the dashed red and blue lines represent the 
anticipated histories of fp  and p , respectively, when the normalized load 0/ PP  is larger than 
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1.0.  As shown in Figure 4-17, only additional 0.7% of the applied load 0P  is enough for the 
effective plastic strain p  to reach the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p .  This small difference 
of 0.7% of the applied load justifies the application of the average stress triaxiality approach, as 
discussed in Chapter 2.  It should be mentioned that with the same strain-based failure criterion 
with consideration of stress triaxiality, the CT specimen almost fails (fails at 100.7% of the 
applied load) and the CCT specimen fails slightly earlier at 98.7% of the applied load under the 
same applied load of 3,206 N.  It means that with consideration of the plastic deformation, the 
applied load for fracture initiation is 2% lower than that of the CT specimen based on the strain-
based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality.  The value of 2% is very similar to 
the percentage of the difference of 1.97% of the maximum IK  solutions of the CCT and CT 
specimens as discussed earlier, although the physical bases and the fracture initiation locations 
are quite different for the two approaches. 
In Chapter 3, the author has shown that with the same strain-based failure criterion used 
in this investigation, the fracture initiation of a pressure tube (PT) specimen requires additional 
3% of the applied internal pressure corresponding to CK  = 59.2 mMPa .  The earlier 
discussion showed that the fracture initiation of a CCT specimen requires only 98.7% of the 
applied load corresponding to the same CK .  These two computational results indicate that the 
actual fracture toughness for fracture initiation in a PT specimen is about 4.3% higher than that 
for a CCT specimen.  The trend of the percentage difference of 4.3% between the fracture 
toughness for CCT and PT specimens is the same as the trend of the experimental results of 10% 
[37].  This comparison demonstrates that the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of 
stress triaxiality can describe the slightly higher fracture toughness for fracture initiation in a PT 
specimen due to different constraint conditions, compared with that for a CCT specimen at room 
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temperature.  In the later investigation of the CCT specimen with split circumferential hydrides, 
the location of 1.53R  mm is chosen to represent where the earliest fracture initiation occurs in 
the thickness direction. 
 
4.3.2. Curved Compact Specimen with Split Circumferential Hydrides 
One pair of split circumferential hydrides with various heights and ligament thicknesses 
ahead of the crack fronts is considered at 1.53R  mm, where the earliest fracture initiation 
occurs as discussed earlier.  For the pair of split circumferential hydrides with various heights 
and ligament thicknesses, the deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain 
p  for the finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential ( YZ   or R ) plane 
near 1.53R  mm at the radial distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front under 60 percent of 
the applied load 0P  of 3,206 N are shown in Figures 4-18 to 4-20.  Note that the radial distance 
of interest of 15r  µm is three elements away from the crack front, which is consistent with 
that in the earlier investigation of CT and PT specimens in Chapters 2 and 3.  Figures 4-18(a) to 
(e) show the deformed meshes, colored based on the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p
, for the CCT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 50 µm and the 
ligament thicknesses of 30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 µm, respectively.  In Figure 4-18, the red color 
represents the regions where the effective plastic strain is larger than 20% while the white color 
represents the regions where the effective plastic strain is less than 6.5%.  With the same 
designations of colors for the effective plastic strains for the finite elements, Figures 4-19 and 
4-20 show the deformed meshes of the CCT specimens with hydrides with the heights of 100 µm 
and 150 µm, respectively.  In Figures 4-18 to 4-20, the inner surface is on the left side of the 
figures and the outer surface is on the right side of the figures. 
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In the investigation of CT specimens in Chapter 2, three types of strain concentration 
were identified and discussed.  In this investigation, the same three types of strain concentration 
can also be identified in Figures 4-18 to 4-20.  The type of strain concentration can be 
categorized by the ligament thickness ratio  .  The ligament thickness ratio   is defined as 
h
t
  (4-3) 
where t  represents the ligament thickness and h  represents the hydride height.  For small 
ligament thickness ratios with 1 , strain concentration occurs in the middle of the ligament 
and then shear localization emanates from it, as shown in Figures 4-18(a) to (b), Figures 4-19(a) 
to (c) and Figures 4-20(a) to (d).  For the cases of the ligament thickness t  comparable to the 
hydride height h  with 21  , in addition to the strain concentration in the middle of the 
ligament, shear localization also emanates from the tips of the split circumferential hydrides at 
the angle slightly smaller than 45 degrees with respect to the radial-axial plane.  Two types of 
shear localization emanate from different sources and then connect with each other to cross the 
entire ligament, as shown in Figure 4-18(c), Figures 4-19(d) to (e) and Figure 4-20(e).  For large 
ligament thickness ratios with 2 , shear localization emanates only from the tips of the split 
circumferential hydrides at the angle slightly smaller than 45 degrees with respect to the radial-
axial plane and ends just near the split circumferential hydrides, as shown in Figures 4-18(d) to 
(e).  Since the general trends of different types of strain localization for different thickness ratios 
are exactly the same as those in Chapter 2, their conclusion can also be adopted such that the 
strain concentration with 2  can be assumed to be pronounced in a hydrided irradiated Zr-
2.5Nb pressure tube based on the experimental observations of ligament thicknesses and heights 
of split circumferential hydrides as reported in [21].  It should be noted that for the ligament 
thickness ratio with 3  in Figures 4-18(d), the strain concentration in the middle of the 
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ligament is also moderate.  As shown in Figures 4-18 to 4-20, the strain distributions in the 
ligaments are slightly asymmetric for the CCT specimens due to the curvature. 
In order to consider the effect of strain concentration on the ductile fracture of ligaments, 
the same strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality used in Chapters 2 
and 3 is considered.  For a material element of interest ahead of the crack front, an average stress 
triaxiality   can be determined during the deformation history.  The failure effective plastic 
strain fp  for the material element of interest can then be determined based on the same 
relationship between the failure effective plastic strain fp  and the average stress triaxiality   as 
shown in Figure 2-24.  The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 
15r  µm ahead of the crack front at 1.53R  mm of a CCT specimen without hydrides and 
CCT specimens with hydrides with the heights of 50, 100 and 150 µm and different ligament 
thicknesses are plotted as functions of the normalized load 0/ PP  with 0P  = 3,206 N in Figures 
4-21 to 4-23, respectively.  The values of the failure effective plastic strain fp  are marked by the 
crosses with the corresponding colors in the figures.  In these figures, the material elements in 
the middle of ligaments at the radial distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front at 1.53R  
mm in CCT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with various heights and ligament 
thicknesses will achieve the failure effective plastic strain fp  earlier than the one without 
hydrides due to different types of strain concentration as discussed earlier. 
Based on the values of the failure effective plastic strain fp  for the cases with 3  as 
marked in Figures 4-21 to 4-23, the necessary normalized load for fracture initiation to reach the 
values of the failure effective plastic strain fp  decreases to 0.60 to 0.70.  For the cases with 
3 , the necessary normalized load for fracture initiation to reach the failure effective plastic 
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strain fp  is between 0.70 to 1.00, depending on the value of the ligament thickness ratio  .  
The necessary normalized loads for fracture initiation of the ligaments with various ligament 
thickness ratios are very similar to those for CT and PT specimens in Chapters 2 and 3.  This 
means the specimen geometry does not affect the reduction of the normalized loads for fracture 
initiation of the ligaments between two split circumferential hydrides located near the critical 
location.  It should be mentioned again that the values of the ligament thickness ratio   are 
commonly no larger than 3 in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube as explained in 
Chapter 2.  As shown in Figures 4-21 to 4-23, the computational results can be used to explain 
the near 35% reduction of the CK  at room temperature obtained from hydrided irradiated CCT 
specimens when compared with that from unhydrided irradiated ones as observed in [37]. 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
In this investigation, simulations of curved compact tension (CCT) specimens without 
and with split circumferential hydrides were conducted using the submodeling technique.  For a 
CCT specimen without hydrides, the computational results first show that the maximum J-
integral occurs not in the middle of the crack front but at about one quarter of the thickness from 
the inner surface.  A comparison of the distributions of the J-integrals of compact tension (CT) 
and CCT specimens without hydrides shows that due to the curvature, the distribution of the J-
integral of the CCT specimen is asymmetric.  The J-integral is higher in the inner half part and 
lower in the outer half part when compared to those of the CT specimen.  For completeness, the 
distributions of the stress intensity factor IK  solutions along the crack front in the CT and CCT 
specimens are also compared.  The distributions of the IK  solutions are quite similar to those of 
the J-integrals with smaller values near the free surfaces.  The elastic beam bending theory [9] 
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indicates that the opening stress ahead of the crack front can increase 6.9% due to the curvature.  
However, when the crack is introduced, the results of the elastic computational analysis indicate 
that the maximum increase of IK  along the crack front does not occur on the inner wall as 
related to the linear distribution of the additional bending stress.  The results also show that the 
maximum percentage of the difference of the maximum IK  is 1.97%.  According to the linear 
elastic fracture mechanics, the applied load to the CCT specimen for fracture initiation is about 
1.97% lower than that for a CT specimen based on the same fracture toughness CK  due to the 
curvature. 
The distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  on 
the crack plane ahead of the crack front in a CCT specimen are then obtained from the elastic-
plastic computational analyses.  The distributions show that the largest opening stress   and 
the largest out-of-plane normal stress RR  occur at the radial distances of about 60r  µm and 
50r  µm, respectively, not adjacent to the crack front, and near the middle of the specimen 
thickness.  The magnitudes and locations of the largest opening stress   and the largest out-
of-plane normal stress RR  are not affected significantly by the curvature.  The opening stress 
  at 60r  µm ranging from 5.52R  mm to 55R  mm is quite close to the theoretical 
value derived from the slip line theory for rigid perfectly plastic materials under plane strain 
conditions.  This means that the stress state near the middle of the specimen thickness along the 
crack front is close to that of plane strain conditions under the applied load.  With the hydride 
fracture stress of 750 MPa, the distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane 
normal stress RR  show that all radial hydrides ahead of the crack front will fracture, and 
circumferential hydrides ahead of the crack front will split in the middle portion of specimen but 
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they will not split near the inner and outer surfaces.  The sizes of the zones without split 
circumferential hydrides increase with the increasing radial distance r  from the crack front. 
With the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality developed in 
Chapter 2, the location of the earliest fracture initiation in the thickness direction can be 
determined to be at 1.53R  mm.  Under the same applied load, the CT specimen almost fails 
(or the CT specimen fails at 100.7% of the applied load) and the CCT specimen fails slightly 
earlier at 98.7% of the applied load, respectively, based on the same strain-based failure 
criterion.  In Chapter 3, with the same failure criterion, the fracture initiation of a pressure tube 
(PT) specimen requires additional 3% of the applied internal pressure corresponding to the same 
CK  used in this investigation.  It means that with consideration of the plastic deformation, the 
fracture initiation load or internal pressure corresponding to the same Kc based on the strain-
based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality for CCT specimens without 
hydrides is 2% lower than that for CT specimens without hydrides and is 4.3% lower than that 
for PT specimens without hydrides.  It should be mentioned that the present strain-based failure 
criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality can be used to describe the slightly higher 
fracture toughness for a PT specimen due to different constraint conditions, compared with that 
for a CCT specimen at room temperature. 
For CCT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with various heights and ligament 
thicknesses near 1.53R  mm, strain concentration is observed in the middle of the ligament 
when the ratio of the ligament thickness to the hydride height is no larger than 3.  With a strain-
based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the necessary normalized load 
0/ PP  for fracture initiation is about 0.60 to 0.70 to fracture the ligaments with low plastic work 
or energy types of strain concentration.  The results show that the specimen geometry does not 
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affect the reduction of the normalized loads for fracture initiation of the ligaments between two 
split circumferential hydrides located near the critical location, compared with that for CT and 
PT specimens.  With the experimental evidence [21] showing that the values of the ligament 
thickness ratio are commonly no larger than 3 in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube, 
the results suggest that low plastic work or energy types of strain concentration in ligaments are 
pronounced in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube.  The computational results suggest 
that only 60% to 70% of the applied load for fracture initiation of an unhydrided irradiated CCT 
specimen is needed to fracture a hydrided irradiated CCT specimen with many randomly 
distributed split circumferential hydrides near the crack front.  The computational results can be 
used to explain the near 35% reduction of the CK  at room temperature obtained from hydrided 
irradiated CCT specimens when compared with that from unhydrided irradiated ones. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 4-1. Schematic views of a curved compact tension (CCT) specimen (a) without and (b) 
with circumferential hydrides.  The CCT specimen has a fatigue crack with a length of 2 mm 
ahead of the notch tip. 
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Figure 4-2. The geometry and the mesh of the three-dimensional global finite element model of 
the upper half of a CCT specimen. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-3. The boundary conditions of the three-dimensional global finite element model with the 
R  coordinate system defined on the axial cross-sectional plane. 
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Figure 4-4. The geometry and the mesh of a submodel of the upper half of a CCT specimen. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5. The boundary conditions of the three-dimensional submodels. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 4-6. The locations and the sizes of split circumferential hydrides with the heights of (a) 50 
µm, (b) 100 µm, and (c) 150 µm on the YX   plane in the submodels. 
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Figure 4-7. The distributions of the computational J-integrals of the global model and the submodel 
without hydrides. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-8. The envelope surface of the three-dimensional plastic zone of the submodel without 
hydrides. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 4-9. The comparison of the distributions of the computational (a) J-integrals and (b) stress 
intensity factor IK  solutions of the CT and CCT specimens without hydrides. 
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(a) 
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Figure 4-10. The differences between the computational (a) J-integrals and (b) stress intensity 
factor IK  solutions of the CCT and CT specimens without hydrides. 
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Figure 4-11. The contours of the opening stresses   on the crack plane ahead of the crack front.  
The magnitude and location of the maximum   have been marked. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-12. The contours of the out-of-plane normal stresses RR  on the crack plane ahead of the 
crack front.  The magnitude and location of the maximum RR  have been marked. 
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Figure 4-13. The distributions of the opening stresses   at different r ’s in the thickness ( R ) 
direction ahead of the crack front. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-14. The distributions of the out-of-plane normal stresses RR  at different r ’s in the 
thickness ( R ) direction ahead of the crack front. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 4-15. (a) The distributions and (b) the differences of the effective plastic strain p  and the 
failure effective plastic strain fp  in the thickness ( R ) direction at the radial distance of 15r  
µm ahead of the crack front in CT and CCT specimens without hydrides under the applied load 
0P . 
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Figure 4-16. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm and 1.53R  mm near the end of the application of the 
normalized load 0/ PP  for a CCT specimen without hydrides. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-17. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  and the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm and the middle of thickness near the end of the 
application of the normalized load 0/ PP  for a CT specimen without hydrides.  
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Figure 4-18. The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the 
finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential plane near 1.53R  mm at the radial 
distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front for the CCT specimens with hydrides with the height 
of 50 µm under 60 percent of the applied load of 3,206 N. The ligament thicknesses are (a) 30 µm, 
(b) 50 µm, (c) 100 µm, (d) 150 µm, and (e) 200 µm. 
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Figure 4-19. The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the 
finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential plane near 1.53R  mm at the radial 
distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front for the CCT specimens with hydrides with the height 
of 100 µm under 60 percent of the applied load of 3,206 N. The ligament thicknesses are (a) 30 
µm, (b) 50 µm, (c) 100 µm, (d) 150 µm, and (e) 200 µm. 
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 30t µm, 20.0  50t µm, 33.0  
 (a) (b) 
 
   
 100t µm, 67.0  150t µm, 00.1  
 (c) (d) 
 
   
200t µm, 33.1  
(e) 
 
Figure 4-20. The deformed meshes with the magnitudes of the effective plastic strain p  for the 
finite elements marked in colors for the radial-circumferential plane near 1.53R  mm at the radial 
distance 15r  µm ahead of the crack front for the CCT specimens with hydrides with the height 
of 150 µm under 60 percent of the applied load of 3,206 N. The ligament thicknesses are (a) 30 
µm, (b) 50 µm, (c) 100 µm, (d) 150 µm, and (e) 200 µm. 
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Figure 4-21. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
plotted as functions of the normalized load 0/ PP  for a CCT specimen without hydrides and CCT 
specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 50 µm and different ligament 
thicknesses. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-22. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
plotted as functions of the normalized load 0/ PP  for a CCT specimen without hydrides and CCT 
specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 100 µm and different ligament 
thicknesses.  
δ ≤ 3
δ ≤ 3
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Figure 4-23. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  at the radial distance of 15r  µm 
plotted as functions of the normalized load 0/ PP  for a CCT specimen without hydrides and CCT 
specimens with split circumferential hydrides with the height of 150 µm and different ligament 
thicknesses. 
 
 
 
δ ≤ 3
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Chapter 5 Conclusions 
 
 
In this investigation, simulations of compact tension (CT), pressure tube (PT) and curved 
compact tension (CCT) specimens without and with split circumferential hydrides were 
conducted using the submodeling technique in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, respectively.  The choices of 
the mesh sizes and geometric sizes of the global model and the submodels follow the guidelines 
established in [39]. 
 
5.1 Specimens without Split Circumferential Hydrides 
In Chapter 2, for a CT specimen without split circumferential hydrides, the distributions 
of the opening stress yy  and the out-of-plane normal stress zz  on the half crack plane ahead of 
the crack front are presented.  The computational results show that in the middle of the specimen, 
the largest opening stress yy  and the largest out-of-plane normal stress zz  occur at the radial 
distances of about 60r  µm and 50r  µm, respectively, not adjacent to the crack front at 
fracture initiation.  The largest opening stress yy  is quite close to the theoretical value derived 
from the slip-line theory for rigid perfectly plastic materials under plane strain conditions.  This 
means that the stress state near the middle portion of the crack front is close to that of the plane 
strain conditions at fracture initiation.  With the hydride fracture stress of 750 MPa, the 
distributions of the opening stress yy  and the out-of-plane normal stress zz  show that all radial 
hydrides ahead of the crack front will fracture, and circumferential hydrides ahead of the crack 
front split in the middle portion of specimen but they do not split near the free surface.  The size 
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of the zone without split circumferential hydrides increases with the increasing radial distance r  
from the crack front.  A strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality is 
developed using the Gurson yield model with two fitting parameters of the initial void volume 
fraction 0f  and the failure void volume fraction ff .  The two fitting parameters are determined 
by the failure engineering plastic strain of the transverse tensile tests and the failure effective 
plastic strain for the material element at 15r  µm ahead of the crack front in the CT specimen 
without hydride at CK .  The location of the earliest fracture initiation in the thickness direction 
can be determined to be in the middle of the thickness. 
In Chapter 3, for a PT specimen without split circumferential hydrides, the computational 
results first show that the maximum J-integral occurs not in the middle of the crack front but at 
about one quarter of the tube thickness from the outer tube surface.  The distributions of the 
opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  on the crack plane ahead of the crack 
front are then obtained.  The distributions show that the largest opening stress   and the 
largest out-of-plane normal stress RR  occur at the radial distances of about 55r  µm and 
50r  µm, respectively, not adjacent to the crack front, at about one quarter of the tube 
thickness from the inner tube surface at fracture initiation.  The largest opening stress   is 
quite close to the theoretical value derived from the slip-line theory for rigid perfectly plastic 
materials under plane strain conditions.  This means that the stress state near about one quarter 
thickness from the inner surface along the crack front is close to that of plane strain conditions at 
fracture initiation.  With the hydride fracture stress of 750 MPa, the distributions of the opening 
stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  show that all radial hydrides ahead of the 
crack front will fracture, and circumferential hydrides ahead of the crack front split in the middle 
portion of specimen but they do not split near the inner and outer surfaces.  The sizes of the 
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zones without split circumferential hydrides increase with the increasing radial distance r  from 
the crack front.  With the same strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress 
triaxiality, the location of the earliest fracture initiation in the thickness direction can be 
determined to be at 7.53R  mm near the middle of the crack front.  Under the same CK , the 
CT specimen fails and the PT specimen almost fails (requires additional 3% of the applied 
internal pressure), respectively, based on the same failure criterion. 
In Chapter 4, for a CCT specimen without hydrides, the computational results first show 
that the maximum J-integral occurs not in the middle of the crack front but at about one quarter 
of the thickness from the inner surface.  A comparison of the distributions of the J-integrals of 
CT and CCT specimens without hydrides shows that the J-integral is higher in the inner half part 
and lower in the outer half part when compared to those of the CT specimen.  For completeness, 
the distributions of the stress intensity factor IK  solutions along the crack front in the CT and 
CCT specimens are also compared.  The distributions of the IK  solutions are quite similar to 
those of the J-integrals with smaller values near the free surfaces.  The elastic beam bending 
theory [9] indicates that the opening stress ahead of the crack front can increase 6.9% due to the 
curvature.  However, when the crack is introduced, the results of the elastic computational 
analysis indicate that the maximum increase of IK  along the crack front does not occur on the 
inner wall as related to the linear distribution of the additional bending stress.  The results also 
show that the maximum percentage of the difference of the maximum IK  is 1.97%.  According 
to the linear elastic fracture mechanics, the applied load to the CCT specimen for fracture 
initiation is about 1.97% lower than that for a CT specimen based on the same fracture toughness 
CK  due to the curvature. 
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The distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane normal stress RR  on 
the crack plane ahead of the crack front in a CCT specimen are then obtained from the elastic-
plastic computational analyses.  The distributions show that the largest opening stress   and 
the largest out-of-plane normal stress RR  occur at the radial distances of about 60r  µm and 
50r  µm, respectively, not adjacent to the crack front, and near the middle of the specimen 
thickness.  The magnitudes and locations of the largest opening stress   and the largest out-
of-plane normal stress RR  are not affected significantly by the curvature.  The opening stress 
  at 60r  µm ranging from 5.52R  mm to 55R  mm is quite close to the theoretical 
value derived from the slip-line theory for rigid perfectly plastic materials under plane strain 
conditions.  This means that the stress state near the middle of the specimen thickness along the 
crack front is close to that of plane strain conditions at fracture initiation.  With the hydride 
fracture stress of 750 MPa, the distributions of the opening stress   and the out-of-plane 
normal stress RR  show that all radial hydrides ahead of the crack front will fracture, and 
circumferential hydrides ahead of the crack front will split in the middle portion of specimen but 
they will not split near the inner and outer surfaces.  The sizes of the zones without split 
circumferential hydrides increase with the increasing radial distance r  from the crack front. 
With the same strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the 
location of the earliest fracture initiation in the thickness direction can be determined to be at 
1.53R  mm.  Under the same applied load, the CT specimen almost fails (or the CT specimen 
fails at 100.7% of the applied load) and the CCT specimen fails slightly earlier at 98.7% of the 
applied load, respectively, based on the same strain-based failure criterion.  In Chapter 3, with 
the same failure criterion, the fracture initiation of a pressure tube (PT) specimen requires 
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additional 3% of the applied internal pressure corresponding to the same CK  used in this 
investigation.  It means that with consideration of the plastic deformation, the fracture initiation 
load or internal pressure corresponding to the same Kc based on the strain-based failure criterion 
with consideration of stress triaxiality for CCT specimens without hydrides is 2% lower than that 
for CT specimens without hydrides and is 4.3% lower than that for PT specimens without 
hydrides.  It should be mentioned that the present strain-based failure criterion with consideration 
of stress triaxiality can be used to describe the slightly higher fracture toughness for a PT 
specimen due to different constraint conditions and different types of loading, compared with 
that for a CCT specimen at room temperature.   
 
5.2 Specimens with Split Circumferential Hydrides 
For CT, PT and CCT specimens with split circumferential hydrides with various heights 
and ligament thicknesses near the critical location, strain concentration is observed in the middle 
of the ligament when the ratio of the ligament thickness to the hydride height is no larger than 3.  
With the strain-based failure criterion with consideration of stress triaxiality, the necessary 
normalized load 0/ PP  or 0/p p  for fracture initiation is about 0.60 to 0.70 to fracture the 
ligaments with low plastic work or energy types of strain concentration.  The results show that 
the specimen geometry does not affect the reduction of the normalized loads for fracture 
initiation of the ligaments between two split circumferential hydrides located near the critical 
locations.  With the experimental evidence [21] showing that the values of the ligament thickness 
ratio are commonly no larger than 3 in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube, the results 
suggest that low plastic work or energy types of strain concentration in ligaments are pronounced 
in a hydrided irradiated Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube.  The computational results suggest that only 
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60% to 70% of the applied load or internal pressure for fracture initiation of an unhydrided 
irradiated CT, PT or CCT specimen is needed to fracture a hydrided irradiated CT, PT or CCT 
specimen with many randomly distributed split circumferential hydrides near the crack front.  
The computational results can be used to explain the near 35% reduction of the experimental
'sCK  at room temperature obtained from hydrided irradiated PT and CCT specimens when 
compared with those from unhydrided irradiated ones. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A. Transverse Tensile Behavior of Zr-2.5Nb Material 
The stress-strain relation of the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials at room temperature in this 
investigation is obtained from transverse tensile tests.  Figure A-1 shows a schematic of a 
transverse tensile specimen machined from an as-received pressure tube [38].  As shown in the 
figure, the specimen has a gauge length of 10 mm, a width of 4 mm, and a thickness of 2 mm.  
Due to symmetry, only one eighth of the gauge section of the transverse tensile specimen is 
modeled and the finite element model has the size of 5 mm by 2 mm by 1 mm.  Figure A-2 
shows the three-dimensional finite element model with the smallest element size of 0.1 mm by 
0.05 mm by 0.1 mm near the center of the model.  The three-dimensional linear element with 
reduced integration (C3D8R) was used for the analysis in ABAQUS.  A uniform displacement 
was applied to the top surface of the finite element model.  The left back, bottom, and right back 
surfaces represent the X , Y , and Z  symmetry planes, respectively.  The right and left front 
surfaces represent the free surfaces.  A reduced width in the X  direction for the bottom area 
with the size of 1.99 mm by 1 mm is used to trigger the necking behavior in the X  and Z  
directions in the middle of the tensile specimen.  Finite element analyses were also conducted 
with the reduced bottom surface of the size of 1.995 mm by 1 mm.  The computational results 
are quite the same and, therefore, only the results based on the reduced bottom area of 1.99 mm 
by 1 mm are reported in this study. 
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The Young’s modulus of 102.122 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.4, as provided in [27] for 
irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials, are used in this study.  Figure A-3 shows the input true stress-
plastic strain curve for the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb material at room temperature.  The input curve 
was derived by fitting the nominal stress-plastic strain curve to the experimental data up to a 
stress corresponding to the tensile strength and then assuming a perfectly plastic behavior for the 
plastic strain values larger than the plastic strain at the tensile strength, as in Amodeo et al. [3].  
The curve does not exactly represent an elastic perfectly plastic material.  But at large plastic 
strains, a perfectly plastic behavior is assumed. 
Figure A-4 shows a comparison of the nominal stress-plastic strain curves from the 
experiments [38] and the finite element analysis for the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb material at room 
temperature.  As shown in the figure, the results of the finite element analysis perfectly fit the 
experimental data.  Figure A-5 shows the necking in the thickness direction ( Z  direction) and in 
the width direction ( X  direction) for the one-eighth tensile specimen at room temperature.  The 
good fit suggests that the softening behavior of the tensile specimen from the nominal stress-
plastic strain curve is mostly due to necking, not material softening.  It also suggests that an 
elastic perfectly plastic material behavior can be used to represent the elastic plastic behavior of 
the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb material at large plastic strains. 
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Figure A-1. A schematic of a transverse tensile specimen machined from an as-received pressure 
tube 
 
 
 
 
Figure A-2. A three-dimensional finite element model of one eighth of the gauge section of a 
transverse tensile specimen 
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Figure A-3. The input true stress-plastic strain curve for the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb material at room 
temperature 
 
 
 
 
Figure A-4. A comparison of the nominal stress-plastic strain curves from the experiment and the 
finite element analysis for the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb material at room temperature 
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Figure A-5. Necking for the one-eighth tensile specimen at room temperature 
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Appendix B. Stress Triaxiality ahead of Crack Front 
In this appendix, we examine systematically the states of the stress triaxiality   ahead of 
the crack front for a CT specimen without hydride and a CT specimen with hydrides.  Figure 
B-1(a) shows the states of the stress triaxiality   for the material elements ahead of the crack 
front up to 50 µm on the mid-planes of the CT specimen without hydride and with hydrides with 
the height of 50 µm and different ligament thicknesses at 63.0/ 0 PP .  As shown in the figure, 
the stress triaxiality   increases and then decreases as the radial distance r  decreases for the CT 
specimen without hydride, whereas the stress triaxiality   increases as the radial distance r  
decreases for the CT specimen with hydrides with the ligament thicknesses of 30 and 50 µm.  
For the CT specimens with hydrides with larger ligament thicknesses, as the ligament thickness 
increases, the distribution of the stress triaxiality   as a function of the radial distance r  
approaches to that for the CT specimen without hydride.  Figure B-1(b) shows the states of the 
stress triaxiality   for the material elements ahead of the crack front up to 50 µm on the mid-
plane of the CT specimen without hydride at 63.0/ 0 PP  and 00.1/ 0 PP .  As shown in the 
figure, the distributions of the states of the stress triaxiality   ahead of the crack front varies 
with the normalized load 0/ PP  and the peak of the distribution moves away from the crack front 
(not shown due to the range of the radial distance shown in this figure) when 0/ PP  increases. 
Figures B-2(a) and (b) shows the distributions of the effective plastic strain p  as 
functions of the radial distance r  ahead of the crack front for the cases as discussed above.  As 
shown in Figure B-2(a), the effective plastic strains p  increases significantly for the CT 
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specimen without hydrides as the radial distance r  decreases, whereas the values of the effective 
plastic strain p  are very large in the range of the radial distance r  from 0 to 20 µm (0.02 mm) 
for the CT specimens with hydrides with the ligament thicknesses of 30 and 50 µm under the 
given load.  For the CT specimens with hydrides with larger ligament thicknesses, as the 
ligament thickness increases, the distribution of the effective plastic strain p  as a function of the 
radial distance r  approaches to that for the CT specimen without hydride, where the effective 
plastic strain p  becomes large as the crack front is approached, at the given load.  As shown in 
Figure B-2(b), the effective plastic strain p  ahead of the crack front for the CT specimen 
without hydride increases substantially when the normalized load increases from 63.0/ 0 PP  to 
00.1/ 0 PP .  Due to the singular nature of the crack front, the material elements at a finite 
radial distance r  from the crack front are selected as the reference points to analyze the ductile 
fracture.  As shown in Figure B-1, the distributions of the states of stress triaxiality   ahead of 
the crack front on the mid-planes of the CT specimen without hydride and with hydrides depend 
on the normalized load 0/ PP  and the ligament thickness.  It should be noted that in Section 
2.3.2, the strain-based failure criterion is assumed without consideration of the stress triaxiality 
 .  Therefore, a systematic analysis of the effects of the stress triaxiality   on the fracture 
initiation load needs to be performed. 
First, the histories of the stress triaxiality   for the material elements at the radial 
distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front on the mid-plane of the CT specimen without 
hydride and with hydrides with the heights of 50, 100, and 150 µm are plotted as functions of the 
normalized load 0/ PP  and the effective plastic strain p  in Figures B-3 to B-5, respectively.  As 
shown in the figures, after the initial elastic loading stages, the value of the stress triaxiality   in 
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general increases and then decreases as the effective plastic strain p  increases for the CT 
specimen without hydride.  However, for the CT specimens with the small ligament thicknesses 
of 30 and 50 µm, the stress triaxiality   increases almost monotonically as the effective plastic 
strain p  increases.  As shown in the figures, the values of the stress triaxiality   for all cases 
are all larger than 0.7 for the effective plastic strain p  larger than a small value such as 0.001.  
Therefore, the material elements ahead of the crack front for these cases should be fractured by 
the ductile fracture mechanism of void nucleation, growth and coalescence as suggested in Bao 
and Wierzbicki [5]. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure B-1. The states of the stress triaxiality   for the material elements ahead of the crack 
front on the mid-planes of the CT specimen (a) without hydride and with hydrides with the 
height of 50 µm and different ligament thicknesses at 63.0/ 0 PP  and (b) without hydride at 
63.0/ 0 PP  and 00.1/ 0 PP . 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure B-2. The distributions of the effective plastic strain p  for the material elements ahead of 
the crack front on the mid-planes of the CT specimen (a) without hydride and with hydrides with 
the height of 50 µm and different ligament thicknesses at 63.0/ 0 PP  and (b) without hydride at 
63.0/ 0 PP  and 00.1/ 0 PP . 
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(b) 
 
Figure B-3. The histories of the stress triaxiality   for the material elements at the radial 
distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front on the mid-plane of the CT specimen without 
hydride and with hydrides of the height of 50 µm are plotted as functions of (a) the normalized 
load 0/ PP  and (b) the effective plastic strain p . 
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(b) 
 
Figure B-4. The histories of the stress triaxiality   for the material elements at the radial 
distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front on the mid-plane of the CT specimen without 
hydride and with hydrides of the height of 100 µm are plotted as functions of (a) the normalized 
load 0/ PP  and (b) the effective plastic strain p . 
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Figure B-5. The histories of the stress triaxiality   for the material elements at the radial 
distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front on the mid-plane of the CT specimen without 
hydride and with hydrides of the height of 150 µm are plotted as functions of (a) the normalized 
load 0/ PP  and (b) the effective plastic strain p .
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Appendix C. Development of Strain Failure Criterion based on Gurson Model 
The governing equations of the Gurson model to determine the failure effective plastic 
strain fp  is derived and presented in this appendix.  The Gurson yield function for voided 
materials is expressed as 
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where f  is the void volume fraction, m  ( 3kk ) is the macroscopic hydrostatic tension based 
on the macroscopic stress ij , e  ( 23 ijij )  is the macroscopic effective stress which is 
based on the second invariant of the macroscopic deviatoric stress tensor ij  ( 3ijkkij  ), 
and f  represents the matrix flow stress.  The three parameters 1q , 2q  and 3q  were set to 1.5, 
1.0 and 2.25, respectively, as in Tvergaard [44,45].  The matrix flow stress f  is set up as the 
tensile flow stress of the matrix material from the uniaxial tensile tests.  The matrix flow stress 
f  is a function of the tensile plastic strain p  of the matrix material from the uniaxial tensile 
tests.  Within the context of the Mises plasticity theory, p  is equal to the effective plastic strain 
p  during the deformation history.  Here, f  as a function of p  (or p ) is defined by the input 
tensile plastic hardening curve in Figure A-3 for our analyses.  When the void volume fraction is 
set to zero, the Mises yield function is recovered from Equation (C-1).  For this case, f  can be 
identified as the tensile effective stress e  and p  can be identified as the effective plastic strain 
p . 
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In our finite element analyses of the CT specimens, the Mises yield function is used to 
characterize the elastic-plastic behavior of irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials.  The failure effective 
plastic strain fp  as a function of the stress triaxiality   for irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials as that 
for aluminum alloy 2024-T351 in Bao and Wierzbicki [5] is needed and developed for 
determination of the fracture initiation load from the results of the finite element analyses based 
on the Mises plasticity theory.  Within the context of the Gurson model, the macroscopic stress 
triaxiality   is defined as the ratio of the macroscopic hydrostatic tension m  to the 
macroscopic effective stress e  as 
e
m


  (C-2) 
The boundary conditions to use the Gurson model to develop the strain-based failure criterion in 
this investigation is to consider a material element with voids characterized by the Gurson yield 
function in Equation (C-1) with the void volume fraction f  as an imperfection or a damage 
parameter under a given macroscopic stress triaxiality   history as a function of the effective 
plastic strain p .  The void volume fraction f  within the context of the Gurson model can also 
be viewed as a damage parameter.  For example, the crack tip location for the investigation of 
crack growth resistances based on the Gurson model in Xia et al. [46] is selected at where the 
void volume fraction f  is arbitrarily chosen as 1.0f .  In order to use the Gurson model to 
account for the effects of the stress triaxiality   on the failure effective plastic strain fp , an 
initial void volume fraction 0f  and a critical failure void volume fraction ff  are needed as two 
fitting material parameters. 
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With the use of the Gurson model, the initial void volume fraction 0f  and the failure void 
volume fraction ff  are selected as 0.03 and 0.113, respectively, for the effective plastic strain 
p  of 0.21 with the corresponding stress triaxiality )( p  history for the material element at the 
radial distance of 15r  µm ahead of the crack front on the mid-plane of the CT specimen 
without hydride at CK = 59.2 mMPa .  The selection of 03.00 f  and 113.0ff also gives 
the average failure engineering plastic strain of 0.093 of three transverse tensile tests of 
irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials, as detailed in Appendix D.  Based on the selection of 03.00 f  
and 113.0ff , different values of the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  can be obtained for 
different stress triaxiality )( p  histories. 
Essentially, a perturbation analysis is performed here based on the unperturbed solution 
which is the finite element solution of the CT specimen without hydride based on the Mises yield 
function with the material stress-strain curve defined in Appendix A.  Here, the stress triaxiality 
  as a function of the effective plastic strain p  from the finite element analysis based on the 
Mises yield function is adopted for the Gurson model with consideration of voids as the 
imperfection or the damage parameter that will lead to ductile fracture from the initial void 
volume fraction 0f  to the failure void volume fraction ff , which essentially is viewed as a 
critical damage parameter.  
Based on the associated flow rule, the macroscopic plastic strain increments pijdE  can be 
expressed as 
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where d  is the proportionality factor.  Based on Equation (C-3), the macroscopic volumetric 
plastic strain increment pkkdE  can be expressed as 
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and the macroscopic plastic work increment pdW  can be written as 
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Also, the matrix plastic work increment can be related to the macroscopic plastic work increment 
pdW  by 
pf
p
ijijp dfdEdW )1(   (C-6) 
where pd  is the effective plastic strain increment and it can be determined as a function of d  
by combining Equations (C-5) and (C-6) as 
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The void volume fraction increment df  can also be related to the macroscopic volumetric plastic 
strain increment pkkdE  through the current void volume fraction f  as 
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where the macroscopic volumetric plastic strain increment pkkdE  is replaced by the expression in 
Equation (C-4).  It should be mentioned that the void volume fraction increment df  in Equation 
(C-8) is also a function of d . 
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The relationship between the effective plastic strain increment pd  and the void volume 
fraction increment df  can be obtained by combining Equations (C-7) and (C-8) as 
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where   is the macroscopic stress triaxiality.  With the initial void volume fraction denoted as 
0f  and the failure void volume fraction denoted as ff , the failure effective plastic strain 
f
p  can 
now be written as an integral equation as 
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It should be mentioned that in the integrand ),,(  ffF  in Equation (C-11), the stress triaxiality 
  and the matrix flow stress f  are both functions of the effective plastic strain p .  The 
function )( pf   is the material stress-strain curve defined in Appendix A.  The function )( p  
is the stress triaxiality history as a function of the effective plastic strain p  for the element of 
interest from the finite element analyses based on the Mises yield function, as shown in Figures 
B-3 to B-5.  Under the plastic loading conditions with 0pd , the Gurson yield function   
identically equals 0.  Therefore, the macroscopic effective stress e  in the integrand ),,(  ffF  
can be determined by the yield function of 0  if the void volume fraction f  and the effective 
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tensile plastic strain p  are given.  A numerical integration scheme with consideration of 
iterations in each integration step is adopted to solve Equations (C-10) and (C-11). 
In order to show the effects of the stress triaxiality   on the failure effective plastic 
strain fp , 
f
p  as a function of   under constant   conditions is plotted in Figure 2-24.  As 
shown in the figure, fp  decreases as   increases.  The curve shown in Figure 2-24 can be fitted 
by a 6th order polynomial as listed below 
75.271.72.1132.950.416.1125.0)( 23456  f  (C-12) 
The fitted function of fp  can be used conveniently when the average stress triaxiality   of Bao 
and Wierzbicki [5] is used to determine the failure of the irradiated Zr-2.5Nb materials. 
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Appendix D. Strain-Based Failure Criterion of Transverse Tensile Tests 
The strain-based failure criterion for the transverse tensile tests is determined by three-
dimensional finite element analyses in this appendix.  The detailed geometry, boundary 
conditions and material definition of the three-dimensional finite element model for the 
transverse tensile specimens are already described in Appendix A and will not be repeated here.  
In order to assess the mesh sensitivity of the computational results, two meshes with different 
element sizes as shown in Figures A-2 and D-1 are considered.  The coarse mesh in Figure A-2 
has the smallest element size of 0.1 mm by 0.05 mm by 0.1 mm while the fine mesh in Figure 
D-1 has the smallest element size of 0.01 mm by 0.01 mm by 0.01 mm near the center of the 
transverse tensile specimen.  The three-dimensional linear element with reduced integration 
(C3D8R) was used for the analysis in ABAQUS.  A displacement of 0.55 mm was applied to the 
top surface of the finite element model.  The displacement results in the engineering strain of 
11% for the specimen. 
Figures D-2(a) and (b) show the histories of the stress triaxiality   for the material 
elements of the two meshes at the center of the transverse tensile specimen, plotted as functions 
of the engineering plastic strain and the effective plastic strain p , respectively.  In the figures, 
the stress triaxiality   monotonically increase from 0.33 (uniaxial tension) to 0.86 at the 
displacement of 0.55 mm.  Only a small amount of mesh sensitivity is observed in Figures D-2 
(a) and (b).  Therefore, only the computational results with the fine mesh will be discussed here. 
With the governing equations based on the Gurson model as presented in Appendix C, the 
failure effective plastic strains fp  can now be calculated from the stress triaxiality history 
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)( p  for the center element of the tensile specimen as presented in Figure D-2(b) and the 
material stress-strain curve )( pf   presented in Appendix A.  The failure effective plastic 
strains fp  is determined as 0.636 based on the governing equations of the Gurson model with 
the initial void volume fraction 03.00 f  and the failure void volume fraction 113.0ff .  
When the effective plastic strain p  at the center element of the transverse tensile specimen 
reaches to 0.636, the engineering plastic strain is 0.093, which can be treated as the failure 
engineering plastic strain.  The failure engineering plastic strain of 0.093 from the simulation 
equals the average of the three transverse tensile tests with the failure engineering plastic strains 
of 0.089, 0.091 and 0.098 [38].  Note the selection of 03.00 f  and 113.0ff  represents the 
best fit to both the failure engineering plastic strain of the transverse tensile tests and the failure 
effective plastic strain of 0.21 for the material element at 15r  µm ahead of the crack front in 
the CT specimen without hydride at CK . 
In order to show the average stress triaxiality   and the corresponding failure effective 
plastic strain fp  for the center element in the transverse tensile specimen, the approach of Bao 
and Wierzbicki [5] is also adopted with the use of the average stress triaxiality   defined in 
Equation (2-3).  The average stress triaxiality   can be calculated as a function of the effective 
plastic strain p  based on the stress triaxiality history )( p  for the center element.  With the 
relation of the failure effective plastic strain fp  under the constant stress triaxiality   as shown 
in Figure 2-24, the failure effective plastic strains fp  can also be expressed as a function of the 
effective plastic strain p  with the average stress triaxiality   as shown in Figure D-3.  In the 
figure, when the curves of fp  and p  intercept ( pp
f
p  )( ), the failure condition is met.  As 
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shown in the figure, the results are almost the same for the fine and coarse meshes.  In the 
transverse tensile tests, the average stress triaxiality   for the material element at the center of 
the transverse tensile specimen is 0.603 when the effective plastic strain p  reaches the failure 
effective plastic strains fp  of 0.634 for the fine mesh.  The corresponding failure engineering 
plastic strain is also about 0.093.  The data point is plotted as a solid square in Figure 2-24.  As 
shown in Figure 2-24, the results of the Gurson model approach presented in Appendix C and the 
average stress triaxiality approach of Bao and Wierzbicki [5] are consistent with each other to 
correlate to the results of the transverse tensile tests. 
 
 
 
Figure D-1. A three-dimensional finite element model with a fine mesh for one eighth of the 
gauge section of a transverse tensile specimen. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure D-2. The histories of the stress triaxiality   for the material elements of two different 
meshes at the center of the transverse tensile specimen are plotted as functions of (a) the 
engineering plastic strain and (b) the effective plastic strain p . 
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Figure D-3. The histories of the effective plastic strain p  and the corresponding failure effective 
plastic strain as functions of the engineering plastic strain for the finite element models with the 
fine and coarse meshes. 
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Appendix E. Derivation of the Applied Internal Pressure 
In order to calculate the stress intensity factor for an axial crack in a cylindrical or 
spherical shell, a geometric factor called the bulging factor should be considered to account for 
the effects of bending resulting from the curvature of a tube wall.  Folias [16] provided an 
asymptotic expression of the integral equation for the bulging factor.  However, the asymptotic 
expression is feasible only for a large pipe with a relatively small crack.  Later, Erdogan and 
Kibler [15] numerically tabulated the solution of the integral equation and expanded its 
applicability.  Barrois [6] fitted the tabulated solutions with a linear equation in a certain 
applicable range of the shell parameter  .  In this investigation, the works of Erdogan and 
Kibler [15] and Barrois [6] are followed to calculate the bulging factor. 
In Barrois [6], the bulging factor F  is expressed as a linear function of the shell 
parameter   as 
   49.064.0 F   (E-1) 
where the shell parameter   is 
  
TR
a
m
25.02112    (E-2) 
Here,   is the Poisson’s ratio, a  is the half-crack length, mR  is the mean radius, and T  is the 
shell thickness.  The applicable range of the shell parameter   in Equation (E-1) is between 2 to 
6.  In this investigation, the pressure tube specimen has the half crack length a  of 27.5 mm, the 
mean radius mR  of 54 mm, the thickness T  of 4 mm and the Poisson’s ratio   of 0.4.  Based on 
Equations (E-1) and (E-2), the bulging factor can be calculated as 2.2737 based on the shell 
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parameter of   of 3.334, which is in the applicable range between 2 to 6.  It should be noted that 
the bulging factor 2737.2F  is quite close to the one listed in the stress analysis of cracks 
handbook [41], which does not explicitly consider the effect of Poisson’s ratio. 
With consideration of the bulging factor 2737.2F , the mode I stress intensity factor 
solution for an axial crack in a pressure tube can be expressed as 
  aFK hI   (E-3) 
where the hoop stress h  is 
T
R
p ih   (E-4) 
and p  is the internal pressure, T  is the thickness of the pressure tube, and iR  is the inner radius, 
which is 52 mm.  In order to have the same CK  (= 59.2 mMPa ) as that in the earlier 
investigation of CT specimens in Chapter 2, the internal pressure p  should reach 6.815 MPa and 
the corresponding hoop stress h  is calculated as 88.595 MPa.  When a pressure tube is closed, 
the tensile stress a  in the axial direction of the pressure tube is 
22
2
io
i
a
RR
R
p

  (E-5) 
where oR  is the outer radius, and oR  is 56 mm.  With the internal pressure p  of 6.815 MPa, the 
inner radius iR  of 52 mm and the outer radius oR  of 56 mm, the corresponding axial tensile 
stress is calculated as 42.657 MPa. 
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